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ABSTRACT
Computer Generation and Rendering o f Terrain explores different techniques that 
are currently used in computer science to generate terrain data. Also explored are some 
techniques for rendering the terrain on a computer display. A new three step technique for 
the generation of terrain that is based on geometric characteristics is presented, as is a 
hybrid rendering technique.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
“The rendering of terrain models using computer graphics is an important prob­
lem because of its relevance to flight simulation, animation and CADCAM, to mention 
but a few applications.’’[Fournier, Fussel, Carpenter, 1982]
Methods of gathering terrain data range from highly sampled maps of real terrain 
to completely randomly generated terrain. This paper describes a new method of creat­
ing highly detailed terrain data based on simple geometric structures. Also described is a 
hybrid technique for rendering this terrain data.
Training, Entertainment, Science 
There is a need for computer modeling of terrain in numerous disciplines. Com­
puterized terrain representation is an important research area with applications in geologi­
cal sciences, geography, military science, astronomy and space sciences, soil and civil 
engineering, entertainment, and more. Training on professional quality flight simulators, 
scientific models of erosion and groundwater flows, and most recently, the entertainment 
industry, require terrain models and rendering.
Professional quality flight simulators typically require real terrain data to train 
new pilots, or to train experienced pilots for flight in new areas. The elevation data is
typically sampled at some resolution, such as five or ten meter increments, and rendered 
with textures, likely to be aerial photographs of the terrain being rendered. Textures are 
described in more detail in the chapter on rendering.
The earth sciences also benefit from the use of terrain models on computers.
With real terrain data, and knowledge of the materials beneath the surface of land, scien­
tists can use simulations to predict weather, and estimate ground flows. Recently scien­
tists have been attempting to use large scale models in their quest to predict earthquakes 
and estimate what kind of damage an earthquake of a given magnitude could cause. 
Weathering simulations are also used to predict what may happen, for example, if a flood 
should occur in a certain area, or even if there might be a flood given enough rainfall and 
given that there were forest fires that have cleared terrain of flora. Such a use would 
have been ideal for the prediction of some of the natural disasters that occured during the 
year 1994 in California, for example. Some of the techniques to generate random realis­
tic terrains even use a weathering pattern as a basis, and are discussed in chapter two.
A geologist might incorporate the theories explaining the changes and evolution 
of terrain in order to do hindcasting to show graphically how the terrain appeared in the 
past, and how it evolved. Geoscientists and modelers might also want to forecast how 
the terrain will evolve in the future. One might be able to show, for example, how Yucca 
mountain was ten thousand years ago, and how it might be ten thousand years from now, 
showing how the ground flow may have changed during that time. Such a model 
requires an understanding of the causes of terrain evolution. The algorithm described in 
this paper provides a way for the goescientist, geographer, soil scientist, etc. to create a 
visual model.
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Lateley, there has been a lot of work generating and rendering terrain models in 
the entertainment industry. Commercial flight simulators for personal computers and in 
arcades abound, while other types of simulations, such as SimCity 2000tm, “The City 
Simulator”, from Maxis, allow users to tailor the random terrain to their liking. One of 
the more well known uses appeared in the movie Star Trek II: The Wrath o f Khan, where 
a computer simulation, now historically know as the Genesis Effect, was used to create a 
simulation of the birth of a new planet. Other uses include backgrounds for movies, both 
real and animated. Backgrounds in animated films are typically static images that are 
repeated many times due to the tediousness of creating them. Computer generated back­
grounds would alleviate this tedium and repetitiveness and can be tailored to meet the 
level of detail required.
Generating Terrain
Numerous papers exist dealing with the generation of terrain (see the next chap­
ter). Some focus on the fast generation of terrain, while others focus on the generation 
of realistic looking terrain. This paper is primarily concerned with the generation of real­
istic looking landscapes using a simple geometric model as a basis. There are also 
numerous methods of rendering terrain, most also deal with fast rendering or realistic ren­
dering. This paper also describes a rendering technique that is both relatively fast and 
relatively realistic.
CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND
This chapter deals mainly with some previous work related to the generation or 
amplification of terrain using some method of surface estimation. Other methods are 
used to get terrain data, sampling for example, but these are fairly straightforward and 
don’t necessarily incorporate any algorithms to generate or amplify the set of data being 
generated or calculated. The term amplification, or verbosely data base amplification, is 
the “application of stochastic models in the computer graphics synthesis of complex phe­
nomena.’’[Lewis, 1987] Simply put, amplification is taking the existing database and 
using one or more processes to increase the resolution of the data available.
There are many techniques and variations developed to generate or amplify ter­
rain using surface estimation. This chapter is by no means an exhaustive reference of the 
techniques available, but serves to give a general idea of the approaches that have been 
tried in the past, and to give an introduction to the work that will be presented in the next 
chapter.
Surface Estimation
Terrain generation can be considered part of the general theory of surface estima­
tion. We can lump basic kinds of surface estimation into two categories; stochastic and
4
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deterministic. The deterministic algorithms can be found in literature, and later in this 
chapter, under the name “Splines” [Barnhill, Riesenfeld, 1974; Barnhill, 1985; Barnhill, 
Boehm, 1983; Barsky, 1988; Akima, 1970; Bartels, Beatty, Barsky, 1987; Beck, Farouki, 
Hinds, 1986; de Boor, 1987; Farin, 1988; Foley, 1987; Lane, 1988; Nielson, 1986; Hag- 
strom, Yfantis, 1995], and others. Stochastic methods can be found in literature, usually 
under the names “Kriging”, “Chaos”, and “Fractal” [Carpenter, 1986; Yfantis, Flatman, 
Englund, 1988; Armstrong, 1984; Au, 1993; Barnsley, 1988; Besicovitch, Ursell, 1937; 
Foley, van Dam, Feiner, Hughs, 1990; Fournier, Fussel, Carpenter, 1982; Mandelbrot, 
1975, 1977, 1982; Mandelbrot, van Ness, 1968; Marshall, Wilson, Carlson, 1980; Mus- 
grave, Mandelbrot; 1989; Schacter, Ahuja, 1979; Watt, 1992], and others.
A (very) non-rigorous definition for a continuous function is one that can be 
graphed with a pencil without removing the pencil from the paper from start to end. If 
we conceptualize a continuous function with a certain domain representing a curve and 
remove the midpoint, then the function is divided into two curves. If we repeat the pro­
cess for each one of the curves until the end points of the curve are identical, then the 
resulting function is discontinuous everywhere. Therefore, for every continuous func­
tion there corresponds a function which is discontinuous everywhere and there are, or 
course, discontinuous functions that occur naturally or derived in a different fashion.
One can argue, then, that there are a lot more functions without continuous first or sec­
ond derivatives than functions with continuous first and second derivatives.
The problem of surface estimation based on a given set of data in three dimen­
sional space with the requirement that the estimated surface passes through the given 
points is a very difficult one. The assumptions that must be imposed so that the problem
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becomes solvable depend on the approach. Thus, the Numerical Analysis, or determinis­
tic methods, assume equal distance in each direction between successive sample points, 
and continuity of the first and second derivatives.
Stochastic interpolation algorithms minimize the mean square, and assume that 
the process the data came from is stationary, or it satisfies the intrinsic hypothesis. Basi­
cally this means that sampled over time (or space), the data has a mean u . It is impossi­
ble to prove stationarity, or the intrinsic hypothesis, by the process the data comes from. 
Kriging requires that the data is sampled from a random process which is wide-sense sta­
tionary or satisfies the intrinsic hypothesis, or if there is a trend (see next chapter), the 
residuals after removing the trend are second order stationary. Our algorithm uses a sub­
division algorithm that depends on a semivariogram model of the residuals obtained by 
subtracting the underlying trend from the data.
Surfaces Generated with White Noise and 
Brownian Motion
The simplest method is to generate completely random terrain using a white 
noise function. The data is totally uncorrelated, many sharp peaks and valleys occur, and 
nowhere on earth would there be terrain that even remotely resembles terrain generated 
with white noise.
A more useful method of generating completely random terrain is to use Brown­
ian motion. According to [Musgrave, Kolb, Mace, 1989]:
The origin of fractal landscapes in computer graphics is this: some 
time ago, B. B. Mandelbrot perceived an analogy between a record of 
Brownian motion over time, and the skyline of jagged mountain peaks 
[Mandelbrot, 1982], He reasoned that if this process were extended to
two dimensions the resulting “Brownian surface” might provide a 
visual approximation to mountains in nature.
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Data is more correlated than it is with white noise, [Shacter, Ahuja, 1979] shows 
the generation of “Brownian Surface Texture” Simple Brownian motion is easily 
described [Fournier, Fussel, Carpenter, 1982]:
5 ( u 4, w) - B ( « 3, w) whenever the intervals («j, u2) and («3, «4) 
do not overlap.
It was Mandelbrot and Van Ness [Mandelbrot, van Ness, 1968] who introduced 
“fractional brownian motion”, a family of one-dimensional Gaussian stochastic pro­
cesses [Fournier, Fussel, Carpenter, 1982]:
Let u be a real parameter such that -°° < u < °°, and let w be the set of 
all values of a random function taken from a sample space W. Ordi­
nary Brownian motion, B(u,w) is a real random function with indepen­
dent Gaussian increments such that B (u + A, w) -  B (u, w) has mean
2
zero and variance ct and B (w2, w) -  B (« 1( w) is independent of
Let H  be a real parameter such that 0 < H < 1 and bQ be an arbitrary 
real number. Than random function BH (u ,w ) , called reduced frac­
tional Brownian motion, is defined by
Bh ( 0 , w) = bQ
{ J 1  C(w -  s )H '  °'5 -  ( - s ) H °'5]dB  (s, w) + -  sH '  05dB (s, w) }
Thus Bh ( u, w) is amoving average of B (u, iv) weighted by 
( u -  s ) H °'5 . Note that BQ5 (w, w) = B ( u, w) , so when H  = 0.5 
we obtain ordinary Brownian motion.
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Fractals
. a fractal is a thing, self-similarity is an abstract property of this thing. . . ” 
[Musgrave, Mandelbrot, 1989]. It was Benoit Mandelbrot who first described the “Frac­
tal Geometry of Nature.’’[Mandelbrot, 1982] Fractals are a way of describing self-simi­
larity or self-affinity. “Many natural objects seem to exhibit a striking self-similarity. 
Mountains have peaks and smaller peaks and rocks and gravel, which all look similar . . .  
coastlines have bays and inlets and estuaries and rivulets and drainage ditches, which all 
look similar.” [Foley, van Dam, Feiner, Hughes, 1990].
Fractal sets are of fractional dimension. They can be continuous, but they are not 
differentiable anywhere. Their irregular shapes and ways of generation provide means 
of simulating real structures such as snowflakes, river networks, mountains, islands, tur­
bulence, pollution concentrations, and other phenomena. Formalization of fractal sets is 
due to [Mandelbrot, 1977, 1982].
A brief explanation of fractal dimension can be given by considering the line seg­
ment AB in figure 1. If we divide the line into three equal parts and replace the middle
part with two equal parts, as shown, then all of the A = 4 segments have length ratio 
1
Original Line Segment AB ‘Fractional” Line Segments
Figure 2-1 Fractional Subdivision.
The fractional dimension, D, can be found by solving the equation N r°  = 1. If
the logarithms are taken of both sides, then we get In A + D lnr  = 0 , or D = "j~~~ •
 In 4 in4
For our example, D = -— = 7- ^ .  The methods used in the past to generate ffac-
l n ( l / 3 )  ln3
tal sets are basically the following: shear displacement process, modified Markov pro­
cess, Fourier transforms, and the autocorrelation method.
A modified Markov process using the weighted sum of previous values plus a ran­
dom variable has been used [Mandelbrot, 1969]. Fourier transforms have been used to 
generate fractals, the sequence of points generated is limited to a power of 2 [Carpenter, 
1986]. The autocorrelation method uses displacement based on the autocorrelation of 
the process obtained by subtracting the trend of the surface from the data [Yfantis, Flat- 
man, Englund, 1988], The shear displacement process [Mandelbrot, 1975], cuts a line at 
a uniform random point, for the stochastic case, or at a prespecified point for the deter­
ministic case. The left and right pieces are displaced vertically in opposite directions, 
again using a random amount for the stochastic case, and a prespecified amount for the 
deterministic case. The process is repeated until the desired level of detail is reached.
Fractal Based Recursive Subdivision
[Fournier, Fussel, Carpenter, 1982] describe a technique to generate a class of 
mountains based on recursive subdivision. Mandelbrot says himself that “Recursive sub­
division by midpoint displacement is the most widely used method for constructing frac­
tals of every kind.”[Musgrave, Mandelbrot, 1989]. The technique involves, in 2D, 
finding the midpoint of a line segment and altering it stochastically. The resulting line 
segments can themselves be subdivided until the desired level of detail is reached. The
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idea can be extended to 3D by subdividing facets, as shown in figure 3. Each edge of the 
triangular facet is subdivided in the same manner described for the 2D technique.
After Two SubdivisionsAfter One SubdivisionOriginal Line
Figure 2-2 Simple Fractal Midpoint Subdivision.
Subdivision Creates Four New FacetsOriginal Triangular Facet
Figure 2-3 Midpoint Subdivision Applied to Triangular Facets.
Other shapes need a slightly different approach, but use the same notion of find­
ing midpoints and altering them by some stochastic method. In the 3D cases, care must 
be taken to avoid problems with polygons that share edges; one polygon will alter edges 
that it shares with other polygons, these other polygons should not try to re-alter the 
edges, but should instead incorporate them into their basic shape.
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The usual process for stochastic alteration involves adding a normally distributed 
random value to the elevation at the midpoint. At each stage of subdivision the variance 
of this random value should decrease. Problems arise if a “good” variance is not 
selected; continuity is lost if the value is too high, and “creasing” occurs when the vari­
ance is too low. Creasing is the visual artifact that occurs when lines along original poly­
gons can still be seen after many subdivisions (a relatively flat area in the shape of a 
triangle, for example). “The defect of creasing can be directly attributed to lack of cross 
correlation in the data generation” [Hagstrom, Yfantis, 1995]. Because of the stochastic 
nature of the algorithm, and the fact that each vertex is constructed once and is thereafter 
fixed, creasing can sometimes occur even when variance is chosen well.
Many papers have been written since Mandelbrot first introduced the idea of frac­
tal mountains, Mandelbrot has himself revised the strategy several times. Most of these 
papers deal with eliminating the creasing problem, including approaches that involve 
more complex polygonal structures [Fournier, Fussel, Carpenter, 1982; Mandelbrot,
1977,1982]
Weathering
The paper by Kelly, Malin, and Nielson [Kelly, Malin, Nielson, 1988] on stream 
erosion states that the “evolution of terrain is erosion by flowing water.” The basic idea 
is that more realistic terrains can be generated using deterministic methods than strictly 
stochastic methods. By putting together a series of sources, drainage basins, junctions, 
and etc., they “create topographic structure by tracking negative space formed by a drain­
age system comprised of a stream and it’s tributaries.”
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Musgrave, Kolb, and Mace [Musgrave, Kolb, Mace, 1989] divided the modelling 
process into two steps; terrain generation and erosion simulation. The former can take 
the form of any terrain generation algorithm, such as any of the methods previously men­
tioned. The second step is “an attempt to simulate the actions of the elements on the 
landscape over geologic time.”
After a terrain has been generated, two categories of erosion are applied; hydrau­
lic and thermal. The hydraulic approach is achieved by depositing water on vertices of a 
heightfield (essentially “raining” on the terrain). The water is then shifted to lower verti­
ces, possibly carrying and depositing sediment there. “The erosive power of a given 
amount of water is a function of it’s volume and the amount of sediment already carried 
in the water.”
The second category of erosion is thermal, “a catch-all term for any process that 
knocks material loose, which material then falls down to pile up at the bottom of an 
incline.” Basically, if the slope between neighboring vertices is large, a portion of the 
material from the higher vertex is transferred to the lower vertex.
Spline Models
Szeliski and Terzopoulos [Szeliski, et al., 1989] describe a technique for combin­
ing fractals and splines. “Deterministic splines and stochastic fractals are complemen­
tary techniques for generating free-form shapes.” They develop a process to create 
constrained fractals, “a hybrid of splines and fractals which intimately combines their 
complementary features.” The basic idea is to subject a controlled continuity spline to 
white noise. The spline “diffuses the effects of the perturbations spatially, eventually 
shaping the flat spectrum to the perturbations into the desired fractal spectrum.”
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Hagstrom and Yfantis [Hagstrom, et al.] describe a method of Mountain genera­
tion using “bivariate spline interpolation as a finishing step.” They used a fractal method 
of generating a terrain with one fourth the resolution they wanted and supplemented the 
missing data by using a B-Spline surface estimation technique to fill in the missing val­
ues. This method has benefits beyond the simple construction of the terrain, since the 
overall surface properties can be changed by simply changing the grid size. “Instead of 
sizing the data to a desired range, we change the ratio of height to length to width.” The 
rendering technique they used estimated vertex normals by calculating surface normals 
at adjacent surfaces using crossproducts. Gouruad shading was then used to “smooth” 
the rendered surface. The figures 4 through 6 are courtesy of Blaine Hagstrom, based on 
[Hagstrom, Yfantis, 1995].
Figure 2-4 Common starting point of finishing methods.
Figure 2-5 Fractal finished surface
Figure 2-6 B-Spline finished surface.
CHAPTER 3
A NEW TERRAIN GENERATION METHOD
As described earlier, there are many different techniques to model terrain. Typi­
cal drawbacks of these approaches is that either the terrain generated will be completely 
random, or a large sampling of the terrain is needed as a basis. Another technique uses a 
smaller sampling and then applies database amplification to increase data resolution, and 
it is this technique in which we are interested.
The processes we are dealing with are not stationary or satisfy the intrinsic 
hypothesis, but can be decomposed to several components, among which one is station­
ary. This can be proven mathematically for every surface. The autocorrelation and semi- 
variogram express the way points depend on each other. If you look at points on a 
surface and one of the points has a high value then it’s neighboring point will be very 
likely to have a high value as well. Similarly, if one point has a low value then the neigh­
boring point is likely to have a low value. Neighboring points, therefore, are very likely 
to have values that are very close to each other, or as we say, influence each other. This 
degree of influence of neighboring points is expressed by the autocorrelation function, or 
the by the semivariogram of the stationary component of the surface. The higher the 
dependency between the neighboring points, the higher the autocorrelation function and 
therefore the lower the semivariogram. As distance between points in the surface
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increases the autocorrelation function decreases, and the semivariogram increases. As 
the distance between points increases beyond a certain value, which is referred to as the 
zone of influence, then the points do not influence one another and they are independent. 
The autocorrelation function for points with distance greater than the zone of influence is 
zero, or very close to zero, and the semivariogram for those same points is equal to the 
variance of the process.
Figure 3-1 Points on a surface, a point and it’s corresponding zone of influence.
Semivariogram Subdivision Method
The semivariogram subdivision method works as follows: The surface is decom­
posed into the trend component, the structural component, and the random noise, or frac­
tal component. After random noise is filtered out of the data, and the trend is subtracted, 
then the structural component remains. From this, we can calculate the semivariogram 
of the structural component. Starting with the trend component of the surface and using 
the subdivision method, with the subdivisions being a function of the semivariogram 
plus a random noise component, we can generate a surface having the same structural 
characteristics as the process from which the data originated. Another way to look at it 
is: if we start with a trend component, which we refer to as the kernel function, apply to 
it the semivariogram subdivision method, we create a new surface. If we use a different
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semivariogram, we get a different surface. The mathematics associated with this method 
is beyond the scope of this paper, and are shown in [Yfantis, Flatman, Englund, 1988], 
The algorithm is a perfect interpolator in the sense that the generated surface passes 
through the given data. The sampling distance does not have to be fixed, and the process 
does not have to be stationary. As we change the semivariogram, the structural character­
istics of the surface change. Thus, using the same kernel, we can generate surfaces with 
a variety of structural characteristics, depending on the semivariogram applied to the ker­
nel.
Our Three Step Method
The model we introduce here consists of three parts. The first part is the course 
part, and consists of the underlying geometry of the terrain. The second is the structural 
part, which incorporates the correlation of neighboring points, or the fact that neighbor­
ing points have a great deal of similarities and carry common information. This second 
part describes the mid-range structural characteristics of the terrain. The third part 
describes the micro-fluctuations of a terrain, the kind of anomalies that one notices as 
one focuses in on relatively small area of the terrain. The terrain representation based on 
sampling, as we have pointed out, requires enormous amounts of data for the representa­
tion of relatively small areas. The resolution is limited to sample spacing, and therefore 
this kind of representation may provide very little information about the microfluctua­
tions of the terrain. The model approach, on the other hand, might not be able to accu­
rately represent a terrain of interest. An approach we consider is, utilizing a limited 
number of points, to estimate the three components described above.
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Underlying Geometry of a Terrain
Our objective is to create a detailed terrain based on the underlying structure of 
the terrain that is to be generated. In other words, instead of using samples, which can 
be costly to obtain in both time and money, we use a simple geometric representation of 
the terrain that the user wants generated. The data can be as detailed or sparse as the we 
require. This is the kernel component.
Structural Characteristics of a Terrain
2
I f Z ( r )  , where x  = (x, y ) is a two dimensional vector in R , is a random pro­
cess with E (Z (x )) = 0, Var ( Z ( x ) ) =CT2,a n d fl(x )  = E (Z (x) • Z (x  + 1) ) is a 
function of the space lag, then the random process is weakly stationary. The random pro­
cess, after the underlying structure of the terrain is subtracted, we assume to consist of a 
weakly stationary process plus a chaotic, or high frequency, component.
In this paper we follow two directions. In the first one, real data is not available, 
so we simulate a network of points from a multivariate random process with a vector hav­
ing mean zero for all points, and a variance-covariance matrix with the entries in the 
2
main diagonal all o  , and off the main diagonal having values equal to the autocorrela­
tion function between two points. If we have a network, N,  of n ■ m points, then the vari­
ance covariance matrix, L , associated with these points is:
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a 2 /?(*n - * 12) R ( x u - x u ) . . . R ( x u - x nm) 
R ( x n - x u ) a 1 R { x n - x n ) ... R ( x u - x nm)
R ( x  13 *n ) x XJ lL, * ( * 1 3  ~ Xnm) (1)
R (xn m - x l l )  R(<Xn m - Xn^ R (Xnm ~ *13>
2a
Another useful notion is the idea of the semivariogram, which is defined to be:
T (x i j - x k) = \ v a r ( Xij- x k) (2)
This is a distance metric expressing the degree of similarity, or replication of 
information, between two points. If the semivariogram is zero, the distance between the 
two points is zero, and hence the points carry the same information. If the semivario­
gram is equal to the variance, the two points are independent, and carry totally different 
information. A random process is said to satisfy the intrinsic hypothesis if it has con­
stant mean throughout it’s domain, and the semivariogram is a function of the distance 
between two points in the space of interest. As the distance between two points 
increases, the semivariogram increases and approaches the variance of the process. Find­
ing the minimum distance for which the semivariogram is equal to the variance is how 
we find the zone of influence. Points beyond the zone of influence are independent. The 
relationship between the semivariogram and the autocorrelation is:
Given a network of points, from a random process, satisfying the intrinsic hypoth­
esis, how can we use them in some optimal way to estimate every point in the domain of
T (xij - x k) = o2 - R  (Xtj -  x k) (3)
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interest? There are several methods, some deterministic, that require continuity of the 
derivatives, or curvature continuity [Yfantis, 1993], stochastics methods requiring mini­
mization of the mean square error [Yfantis, et al, 1988,1992a, 1992b, 1992c; Au, 1993], 
and chaotic methods relating to the high frequency components of the process [Yfantis, 
Frazer, 1992]. In this paper, given a network of points, we use a stochastic method to 
estimate the structural component of the process.
This stochastic interpolation is a superset of natural splines, and works as fol­
lows: Let X Q be a point, in the domain covered by the given network of points, whose
unknown value needs to be estimated. Let X {, i  = 1 k , be a network of k known
points, with radius equal to the zone of influence, and with the center an unknown point. 
The estimate of Z'  (XQ) of Z (XQ) is:
n
Z'  (X0) = £ a ,Z (X ,.)  (4
/= l
In the above equation we impose an unbiasedness, so that
i = l
The idea is to estimate the weights «■, / = 1 ,..., k subject to the above condi­
tion, so that we minimize the mean square error:
n
(5)
E ( Z ( X o) - Z ' ( X 0)) 2 (6)
From the above the following system of equations for the weights is obtained:
BA = C (7)
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B =
0 T ^ - X j )  T ( X 1-X 3) 
T ( X j - X 2) 0 T (X2 - X 3)
T ( X 1- X 3) Y (X2 - X 3) 0
T (X 1-X„) T ( X 2 - X 2) T ( X 3 - X 2) 
1 1 1
. TCXj-x , , )  1 
Y (X , -X „)  i 
r(x3-xn) i
0
1
(8)
A = (9)
T C X ^ X q)
T(X 2 - X 0)
C = T (X 3 “ Xo) (10)
T(X H- X 0)
1
From the above system of equations, we see that the solution depends only on the 
sample design and the semivariogram. If Z (XQ) is the true value at XQ, then the vari­
ance of the error, which is also the mean square error (because Z'  (XQ) is an unbiased 
estimate of Z (X Q) ), which is given by:
2 n n n
a  = Var [Z' (XQ) - Z ( X Q)]  = 2 £  aiT (Xi -  XQ) -  £  £  afC (X. -  Xp  (11)
8 i = l i = 1 y = 1
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From the above, we see that the mean square error depends on the sample design
and semivariogram only. A typical semivariogram, with nugget effect C0 ^ 0 , range r,
2and sill ct , of a process satisfying the intrinsic hypothesis can be m the form:
T (/0 =
c o + >0 < h ^  r
CQ + Cl = o 2, h > r  <12)
0,h  = 0
Where CQ ^  0, C 1 > 0 , and r is the range.
If the network of points is not available, then we simulate it. The method of simu­
lating a multivariate random process, having the property of being weakly stationary 
with a given autocorrelation function, and therefore a given variance-covariance matrix, 
consists of the following three steps:
1. A uniform [0, 1] number has mean 0.5 and variance ^ . If we simulate 12 
independent uniform random numbers, then the sum of these has mean 6 and variance 1. 
Therefore, by subtracting 6 from the sum we have a value with mean 0 and variance 1, 
due to the central limit theorem.
2. If the network to be produced is to have N = t i x m  points, then we simulate 
N  independent standardized normals, Z v  Z2, Z3, . . . ,ZN, with the method described in 
step 1.
3. If L is the variance-covariance matrix of the random variables in the above net­
work of points, then we find the eigenvectors, Vj, V2, V3, ..., VN, and the corresponding
eigenvalues, Ap X2, X3 XN, of the variance-covariance matrix. L is a positive
semidefinite symmetric matrix, so all the eigenvalues are non-negative.
Now consider the N  x N  matrix:
V = [y , V2 ... r 3]
And the A x A matrix:
And also:
Then if:
and:
A =
\ 0 0 .
ro
0 ^2 0 . . 0
0 0 A-3 . . 0
: 
O
 
____I 0 0 .
J a  =
A 0 0 . . 0
0 7h 0 . . 0
0 0 . 0
0 0 0
r  = v J k
y  = rz
Where Z is the column vector generated in step 2:
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(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)
Z = (18)
And Y is a column vector (generated in equation 17), with N entries:
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7 = (19)
N
The mean vector of 7 is £  (7) = E ( TZ) = 0 , and 
Var ( Y ) = Var(TZ)  = r r ? = VA.V  = E . We have considered the following auto­
correlation function models in our research, the first model is:
R (Z (X-), Z (Xk) ) = r G rb - a 1, 0 < r,. < 1
x y
(20)
Where rx, ry are the correlations of two adjacent points lying in the same horizon­
tal or vertical line, and a and b are the vertical and horizontal distances of X ;i from X , .IJ K
The second model is:
R { Z { X t ) , Z { X k) )  = a 1 -
2a 2a3)
,0<,h<.a (21)
R (Z (Xy) , Z (Xk) ) = 0 , otherwise.
Where h is the space lag, or distance, between X-- and X . . This autocorrelationIJ K
model is also called the spherical model.
The third model is the exponential model:
-H4
R { Z { X . ) , Z { X k))  = o 2e ° , - a < h < a
R (Z (Xjj) , Z (Xk))  = 0 , otherwise.
Again, where h is the space lag, or distance, between X n and X , .
(22)
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The fourth model is the Gaussian model:
f l ( Z ( X . . ) , Z ( ; g )  = u 2e2a (23)
Where h is the space lag, or distance, between and Xk .
Amplification of the Terrain Data (the Fractal 
Component)
The final step in constructing a new terrain is to add detail by using a variation of 
one of the existing techniques. The code presented at the end of this paper to do general­
ized stochastic subdivision is based on a simple approach to the midpoint subdivision 
method described earlier, in which each square on a grid of data is subdivided into four 
smaller squares using the following method: The the midpoint of each of the edges of a 
square are found and stochastically altered by some normally distributed value, 
u(^0, o 2J , where a 2 is some variance that decreases at every stage of subdivision. The 
“midpoint” of these four new points is found by averaging the sample positions and ele­
vation at that position, and altered in a similar fashion. The resulting grid is a new 
square grid with resolution 2n -  1. This process is then repeated to achieve a desired 
level of detail. The method we have incorporated calculates values on a global scale.
That is, we add rows between all existing rows, then we add columns between all exist­
ing columns, then we modify the elevations at the intersections of the new rows and new 
columns. Note that the representation of the grid is logically stored as square grid, not 
literally stored as a square grid. That is, each vertex in any given row does not have to 
have any values that are the same as it’s neighbors in that row (i.e., if “row” logically rep-
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resents a “y” coordinate, all the vertices in that row do not necessarily have the same “y” 
coordinate, but they are logically connected), likewise for columns.
Original Square Grid
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Figure 3-2 Square grid midpoint subdivision.
Each one of the generated points is a sum of three values, namely the underlying 
geometric structure, the structural component, and the fractal component.
Chapter six shows some case studies.
O ur Method Compared to Previous Methods
Previous methods included algorithms treating the underlying structure and the 
fractal component as one component to be operated on by the algorithm. These meth­
ods, some of which were mentioned previously, often had some undesired side effects, 
such as the base of mountains being to abrupt, or mountains consisting of unrealistically 
too many edges. Recently, new algorithms depart from this philosophy and include sto­
chastic interpolation along with fractal subdivision. The estimates obtained from stochas­
tic interpolators depend on the autocorrelation function. However, the estimate of the 
autocorrelation function obtained when the process and the trend are mixed together, as 
we show below (mathematically and by example) is very misleading. We believe it does 
not follow the intrinsic hypothesis to estimate a process when it is mixed with the trend,
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we believe the trend must first be removed. Various researchers have, in the past, used 
ad-hoc methods that use relatively small neighborhoods (zones). These methods seem to 
give acceptable results, but are not mathematically correct.
Generally sloping data, the dashed line represents the basic trend of this terrain.
The data after the trend has been removed.
Figure 3-3 Removal of a trend in the data to provide proper autocorrelation.
To make a point, assume that we have a random process of the form:
x( t )  = a + bt + u ( t ) , t Q^ t < , t l (24)
Where u(t) is a random process with mean zero and autocorrelation function 
R(t). The time average, or expected value over time is:
?n + / ,
E ( x ( t ) )  = a + b-2— ± (25)
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The autocorrelation function of x(t) is:
Rx ( t )  = E [ ( a  + b( t  + x) + u ( t  + x))  (a + bt + u( t ) ) ]  (26)
From the above equation, we obtain:
Rx (t )  = (a + b ( t  + x))  (a + b t ) + R ( t )  (27)
Where R ( t ) is the autocorrelation function of the random process, u (/) . What 
we see is that the autocorrelation of function x  ( t) is not only a function of the distance 
between two points (the lag x ), but it strongly depends on t , which contradicts the 
assumption of stationarity. Furthermore, the autocorrelation function should decrease as 
the distance, or lag, increases, but, in this case, the autocorrelation functions increases as 
t increases, and the variance-covariance function produced in not positive semidefinite. 
Therefore, the estimates produced are not mathematically correct, and the zone of influ­
ence of the autocorrelation function extends forever.
In the following example, we generated 1000 points and calculated the autocorre­
lation of these points. First, we run the test on a set of data that has mean zero, but has a 
trend added (a 45 degree slope). The second test calculates the autocorrelation of a set of 
data with mean zero, and no trend. The results in the figures below show the results of 
100 trials.
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Figure 3-4 Artificially high autocorrelation due to 45 degree upward trend.
10070 80 900 30 50
lag
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Figure 3-5 Mathematically correct autocorrelation, calculated by removing the trend.
CHAPTER 4
TERRAIN RENDERING
This chapter describes a technique for rendering terrain. It doesn’t matter where 
the data comes from, this is a general purpose technique that renders terrain based, for 
the most part, on elevation. A specific implementation has been done to suit our needs, 
and the images generated can be seen in the next chapter.
Early Methods
Originally, when terrain was rendered by computer, most methods stuck to wire­
frame (or perhaps hidden line removed wireframe) techniques to draw a superficial repre­
sentation of the terrain. Later, when color displays became more common and 
economical, methods were developed to display solid terrains with lighting and shading. 
Most of these techniques still stuck to single materials to draw the terrain. A material is 
simply a collection of color values that describe the properties of an object’s surface. 
Complex materials will have many lighting values, including ambient, diffuse, and specu­
lar components. The original terrain rendering techniques that used solid materials typi­
cally had a material for ground and possibly a material for water, and at the time were 
quite impressive. Later still, techniques using many materials were used. Snow was 
added on top of the mountains, and many techniques used a form of ray-casting or ray-
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tracing so that water had reflections of the land in it.
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Terrains with Multiple Materials
Problems still arose with the rendering techniques that attempted to incorporate 
many materials. There had to be decisions made on how to color each pixel; should it be 
water colored, tree colored, or maybe it should be snow. The first, and still very com­
mon, method of choosing which material goes where was based on elevation:
Given h, a height, decide on pixel material: 
if h > s pixel material = snow; 
else if h > m pixel material = mountain; 
else if h > t pixel material = tree; 
else pixel material = water;
This is a very simplified version, where s is the elevation at which snow should 
start, m is the elevation at which mountain should start, etc. The results of this method 
are relatively impressive when compared with some of the original techniques. The 
drawback of this technique is horizontal striations where the materials change.
Snow
Mountain
Trees
Water
Figure 4-1 Striations caused by deterministic rendering based on elevation.
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Heuristics
Another way to color the terrain is to use heuristics. There have been attempts to 
color a terrain based on classification. That is to say that the coloring is based on some 
method of trying to classify exactly what this point in the terrain represents. The prob­
lem with such a heuristic is the amount of time it takes to classify one pixel. Time 
become more of a factor if a neural network is to be implemented, as neural networks 
often take quite a bit of time to execute and train.
Texture Mapping
A very common technique to “color” a heightfield is to “drape” a texture map 
over the heightfield. A heightfield, in this case, is a grid of values representing heights 
sampled at uniformly spaced intervals. With the advent of high speed rendering hard­
ware, it is possible to map a 2D image onto the 3D surface created by this heightfield.
The 2D image might be something like a snapshot from a satellite, or a plane, of the ter­
rain that is being rendered. The process of mapping the 2D image onto the 3D surface is 
called “texture mapping”, and has become common enough that some high end graphics 
hardware has direct support for it. The terrain images created by texture mapping are 
often quite realistic, since they often represent sampling of real terrain and an image 
taken from an aerial photograph. They are, in other words, a digital version of real ter­
rain. The major drawbacks of texture mapping are the absolutely huge amounts of data 
that need to be stored to represent even a relatively small terrain. The computer doing 
the rendering must have enough memory to load a heightfield (typically one or two bytes 
per pixel), and a texture, which can range from one to three bytes per pixel for an RGB 
image. If there are, for example, 4000x4000 samples then the computer must be able to
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load into memory, at a minimum, 32 megabytes of data. The processing done on the 
data requires much more space, since the 2D heightfield must be changed in some way to 
represent a 3D terrain. This doesn’t include operating system overhead or program over­
head, or even screen memory that the image will eventually be drawn on.
“Display”, a Program for Displaying Terrain
Display started as a tool for viewing the results of the terrain generated using our 
new three step method. Over time, however, for my own satisfaction and with the 
encouragement of my piers, an extensive terrain visualization program was developed. 
The “painting” was done by assigning materials to each vertex and letting the hardware 
of the Silicon Graphics Workstations render the terrain with Gouraud shading. Basically, 
the determination of a material is based on stochastics as well as height. This allows for 
almost the same speed as simple “coloring by height”, as well as elimination of the stria­
tions described above.
The first thing is to keep consistent units of measurement, and to decide at which 
height, with these units of measurement, certain materials should be. If everything is 
kept consistent, then it could be assumed, for example, that there would be snow at 5000 
feet. This could be varied, of course, depending on where in the world you are assuming 
the terrain is, and what time of year it would be. The display program, which measures 
units in feet, assumes 1000 feet for snow to begin with, but the user can alter that value 
with a slider. Any vertices in the data that are above this height are colored as snow.
The rest of the colorings are broken up much like the color by height method, except that 
these striations represent ranges of possible values.
Assume the elevation of a vertex lies somewhere between the “snow” and the
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“mountain” color levels. Normalize the height of this vertex so that zero represents 
being at the mountain line, and one represents being at the snow line. Call this value h. 
Now choose a random value between zero and one. Call this value r. All that needs to 
be done is to compare h with r. If h > r, then we color this vertex with the snow mate­
rial, otherwise it is colored with the mountain material. As the height, h, increases, it is 
more likely to be greater than r, so the likelihood of it being painted as snow increases.
More than two materials can be used within a range. First, compare h with r, and 
color the vertex with the higher material if h > r. Otherwise, choose another random 
number and do the same comparison, and if the condition h > r is true the vertex is col­
ored with the next highest material. This allows for more than two materials to be 
blended across a vertical range. Values can be scaled to increase or decrease the likeli­
hood of any particular material being chosen. If more snow is desired, for example, then 
in the range where snow is considered, h is simply multiplied by some value greater than 
one. The chance of snow can be increased by fifty percent by multiplying h by 1.5 
before the comparison with r, which is still in the range of zero to one.
All of the color illustrations presented in the next chapter were generated using 
this technique. The code for “display” is given in the appendices, see especially the func­
tion of “display” called “DrawObjectO”, the object being the terrain.
Other functions of the program allow the user to interactively select how much 
“fog” to show, and which terrain type is to be used. Two options are given for terrain 
type, “dessert” and “Alaskan”. The latter has been described. The former simply cuts 
down on the number of materials, and paints the lower levels with a light sand color, and 
the more mountainous areas with a darker material.
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The ability to view the structure of the mountain, using both wireframe and hid­
den line removal is given. Also present is the ability to save a “snapshot” of the image, 
since the whole point of the program is to allow a user to interactively get a “nice” view 
of the terrain generated.
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Figure 4-2 The “display” program.
CHAPTER 5
CASE STUDIES
In this chapter we show case studies of terrains we have generated from scratch. 
In each section looks at a terrain “type” we have chosen, a river valley or crater lake, for 
example. Each section shows the original geometry, the geometries after structural char­
acteristics have been altered (using all four of the autocorrelation functions we have 
described), and a series of images obtained from the display program.
Two sections, that of a “Crater” Lake, and a river valley, include “satellite” views 
to make it obvious just how the different autocorrelations we have selected alter the ter­
rain. The last section, called “Plains”, has fewer images than the other sections simply 
that, because of the nature of plains, they were quite boring.
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A C rater Lake
Figure 5-1 Original geometry for our “Crater” Lake.
Figure 5-2 Altered “Crater” Lakes, using autocorrelation functions 1 and 2.
Figure 5-3 Altered “Crater” Lakes, using autocorrelation functions 3 and 4.
Figure 5-4 Satellite view of “Crater” Lake created with autocorrelation function 1.
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Figure 5-5 View into “Crater” Lake created with autocorrelation function 1.
Figure 5-6 View into “Crater” Lake, with fog, made with autocorrelation function 1.
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Figure 5-8 View mio “Craier” Lake, made with autocorrelation function 2.
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Figure 5-9 View into “Crater” Lake, with fog, made with autocorrelation function 2.
Figure 5-10 Satellite view of “Crater” Lake, made with autocorrelation function 3.
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Figure 5-11 View into “Crater” Lake, made with autocorrelation function 3.
Figure 5-12 View into “Crater” Lake, with fog, made with autocorrelation function 3.
Figure l*13 S a t e l l i ^ m a d e  with aui^orrelationh'function 4
Figure 5-14 View in “Crater” Lake, made with autocorrelation function 4.
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Figure 5-15 View into “Crater” Lake, with fog, made with autocorrelation function 4.
A River Valley
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Figure 5-16 Original geometry for our river valley.
Figure 5-17 Altered river valleys, using autocorrelation functions 1 and 2.
Figure 5-18 Altered river valleys, using autocorrelation functions 3 and 4.
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Figure 5-20 View into a river valley, created with autocorrelation function 1
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Figure 5-21 View into river valley, with fog, made with autocorrelation function 1.
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Figure 5-23 View into river valley, made with autocorrelation function 2.
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Figure 5-25 Satellite view of river valley, made with autocorrelation function 3.
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Figure 5-26 View into river valley, made with autocorrelation function 3.
Figure 5-27 View into river valley, with fog, made with autocorrelation function 3.
Figure 5-29 View into river valley, made with autocorrelation function 4.
Figure 5-30 View into river valley, with fog, made with autocorrelation function 4.
Valley Wall
Figure 5-31 Original Geometry for our valley wall.
a
Figure 5-32 Altered valley walls, using autocorrelation functions 1 and 2.
Figure 5-33 Altered valley walls, using autocorrelation functions 3 and 4.
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Figure 5-34 View of a valley wall, made with autocorrelation function 1
Figure 5-35 View of a valley wall, with fog, made with autocorrelation function 1
Figure 5-36 View of a valley wall, made with autocorrelation function 2.
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Figure 5-38 View of a valley wall, made with autocorrelation function 3.
Figure 5-40 View of a valley wall, made with autocorrellation function 4.
Figure 5-41 View of a valley wall, with fog, made with autocorrelation function 4.
A Mountain
Figure 5-42 Original geometry for a piece of a mountain.
Figure 5-43 Altered mountain sides, using autocorrelation functions 1 and 2.
Figure 5-44 Altered mountain sides, using autocorrelation functions 3 and 4.
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Figure 5-46 View of a mountain side, with fog, made with autocorrelation function 1.
Figure 5-47 View of a mountain side, made with autocorrelation function 2.
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Figure 5-48 View of a mountain side, with fog, made with autocorrelation function 2.
Figure 5-49 View of a mountain side, made with autocorrelation function 3.
Figure 5-50 View of a mountain side, with fog, made with autocorrelation function 3.
Figure 5-51 View of a mountain side, made with autocorrelation function 4.
Figure 5-52 View of a mountain side, with fog, made with autocorrelation function 4.
Plains
Figure 5-53 Original geometry for an area of plains.
Figure 5-54 Altered plains, using autocorrelation functions 1 and 2.
Figure 5-55 Altered plains, using autocorrelation functions 3 and 4.
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Figure 5-56 View of plains, made with autocorrelation function 1
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Figure 5-57 View of plains, with fog, made with autocorrelation function 1.
Figure 5-58 View of plains, made with autocorrelation function 2.
Figure 5-59 View of plains, with fog, made with autocorrelation function 2.
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Figure 5-60 View of plains, made with autocorrelation function 3.
Figure 5-61 View of plains, with fog, made with autocorrelation function 3.
CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a new three step approach to terrain generation and amplifica­
tion that more correctly follows the intrinsic hypothesis. We have also presented a new 
coloring scheme, loosely based on some old techniques, that gives somewhat realistic 
results at a suitably high speed (we let the results from the previous chapter speak for 
themselves).
As always, time did not permit the creation of a terrain generation and rendering 
system to end all terrain generation and rendering systems. The following paragraphs 
are ideas that would, ideally, be incorporated into this system.
We chose to construct our semivariograms based on several fixed autocorrelation 
functions. Ideally we would have sampled many different types of terrain with differing 
characteristics to create a database that could be accessed during the generation of new 
terrain. The availability of such terrain, and the massive amount of storage it would 
require precluded us from being able to accomplish this.
The terrain coloring is deficient in several areas. First, water is limited to sea 
level. Ideally there would be lakes and rivers at higher altitudes, calculated by using 
some of the weathering techniques described in chapter 2. Second, the colorings are still 
striations, only not as noticeable as earlier methods. While our technique is relatively
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fast, other techniques produce results of much higher quality. It would not be impossible 
to find objects in the terrain and color them accordingly. For example, a sharp peak in a 
herbaceous area probably shouldn’t be colored the same as the surrounding area. Third 
is the level of detail. The views we create are suitable for “virtual” viewing at large dis­
tances, the resolution of the data and the renderings show themselves as we zoom in for a 
closer look. Ideally the terrain would be represented based on the level of detail desired, 
so when the virtual camera zooms in, for example, a solid green facet is replaced by an 
actual image of a tree. Random generation of flora is possible, and could be added to 
such a rendering program. Fourth, and last, is the representation of fog. The graphics 
library used blends in fog based on the viewers distance from an object. If we take a 
level view of the terrain (looking across a field, for example, instead of down on it from 
above), this type of fog works well. As we look down on a terrain from above, however, 
we see fog everywhere. In the real world fog would settle down into valleys, for exam­
ple, but may leave peaks of mountains clear. In other words, fog has a density, and it is 
usually most dense at lower altitudes than higher altitudes, which is not how our render­
ings are being done.
APPENDIX I
ASC PROGRAM
// #define SHOWRESULTS 
// #define DEV 
/*
asc.C
Alter Structural Characteristics 
Frederick Haab
The program reads an elevation file, and generates the matrix 
sigma (S), a multivariate matrix made with a variance and 
autocorrelation values - the autocorrelation function can be 
sleeted on the coomand line, we generate normal random values 
to create an Nxl matrix (Z), calculate the Eigenvalue and 
Eigenvector (V and A) such that:
gamma = V*sqr(A), Y = Z*gamma
Now we can take Y, an Nxl matrix and modify it to match the 
dimensions of the elevation data (which is also stored as 
a [square] matrix), and add them together. The idea is to have 
the elevation data be a rough geometric approximation to the 
terrain you want to simulate, and modify it's structural 
characteristics to be more like a real terrain. For example, 
lets say we want to simulate a mountain. The input data starts 
off with a rough approximation - maybe a pyramid. The program 
uses the autocorrelation function that we choose to alter the 
structural characteristics so that the pyramid no longer looks 
like a pyramid, it looks like a mountain that has been sampled 
at low resolution (very rough). The idea, then, is to take our 
new elevation data and run another routine on it to add more 
detail - a fractal subdivision algorithm for example. Now we 
have a highly detailed mountain that started off as a pyramid - 
a very rough approximation.
History Description
01/12/95 Initial implementation 
01/16/95 Debugging 
01/20/95 Finally debugged
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01/21/95 Turned all matrix junk into seperate class 
01/30/95 Added sceme to read in elevation data and 
do the "whole" process.
02/02/95 Added choice of autocorrelation functions, renamed 
"asc" (alter structural characteristics).
* /
#include <stdio.h>
♦include <stdlib.h>
♦include <iostream.h>
♦include <math.h>
♦include <time.h>
♦include <matrix.h>
♦include <ctype.h>
♦define ABS(x) (((x) < 0) ? -(x) : (x))
♦define DEFAULTMODIFIER 10.0
float spacing = 1.0;// Added 02/05/95 for elevation data
// spacing, more flexible this way.
float ScanForNumber(FILE *handle)
<
unsigned char c; 
float n;
c = fgetc(handle);
while (isspace(c) || (c == '♦'))
{
if(c == '♦') while(c != '\n') c = fgetc(handle); 
c = fgetc(handle); 
if(feof(handle))
{
fputs("DOH! End of file encountered in ScanForNumber\n", 
stderr); 
return 0;
)
}
ungetc(c, handle);
if (!fscanf (handle, "%f", &n))
(
fputs("D0H! Couldn't read next number in ScanForNumber\n", 
stderr); 
return 0;
}
return n;
}
Read the elevation data from a file called filename into a newly 
created fMatrix called e. For future use, max is returned as the
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larget value read from the input file.
int ReadElevationData(char *filename, fMatrix **e, float *max)
<
int height, width;
int i, j;
float in, m = 0;
FILE *input;
if(!(input = fopen(filename, ”ra")))
fputs("DOH! Can't open input file!\n", stderr); 
return 0;
}
height = (int) ScanForNumber(input); 
width = (int) ScanForNumber(input); 
spacing = ScanForNumber(input);
*e = new fMatrix(height, width);
for(i = 0 ;  i < height; i++) 
for(j = 0 ;  j < width; j++)
{
if((in = ScanForNumber(input)) > m) m = in;
(**e) (i, j) = in;
}
*max = m; 
return 1;
)
Generate a psuedo normally distributed random value 
with mean 0 and variance 1
★  j
float NormRandO 
{
double sum = 0;
float r;
int idx = 12;
while(idx— ) sum += drand48(); 
r = sum - 6.0; 
return r;
/*****★★★**★*★★**★★*******★**★★**★*******★*★*■★*****★***★*★**★***★★****★/
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float mean(fMatrix source)
{
int i, j; 
float m = 0;
for(i = 0; i < source.Rows(); i++)
for(j = 0; j < source.Columns(); j++) m += source(i, j);
m /= (source.Rows() * source.Columns());
return m;
}
j
float Variance(fMatrix source)
(
int i, j;
float m = mean(source); 
float var = 0;
for(i = 0 ;  i < source.Rows(); i++)
for(j = 0; j < source.Columns(); j++)
var += ((source (i, j) - m) * (sourced, j) - m));
var /= ((source.Rows() * source.Columns()) - 1);
return var;
}
/***********************************************************************
AutocorrelationO: finds the autocorrelation of values in the matrix 
m and returns them in the array a - an array of floats that is assumed
to be allocated by the calling function.
* ★ ★ * * * * * * ★  +  ★ ★ ★ * ★ ★ ★ ★ * ★ ★  +  ★ * * * * ★ * ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ * * ★  +  * * ★ * ★ ★  +  * * ★ * ★ * * * * * * * * ★ * * * * ★ ★ *  +  ★ *  j
void AutocorrelationO(fMatrix m, float *a)
{
int i, j, idx; 
float sum = 0.0;
/ /
// We are only going to take the simple autocorrelation of this data, 
// that is that we only take orthagonal distances - we don't compute 
// the correlation of diagonal values.
// Since there are only m.RowsO values (and m.Rows() == m.Columns()),
// we will only have m.RowsO - 1 correlations (since 0 distance will 
// not count, point x is always exactly correlated with point x. As a 
// result, a[0] = 1.
/ /
a[0]  = 1;
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for (idx = 1; idx < m.RowsO; idx++)
{
a [idx] = 0;
for(i = 0; i < m.RowsO; i++)
for(j = 0; j < (m.Columns 0  - idx); j++)
a[idx] += m(i, j) * m(i, j + idx); 
for(i = 0; i < (m.RowsO _ idx); i++)
for(j = 0; j < m.ColumnsO; j++)
a[idx] += m(i, j) * m(i + idx, j); 
a [idx] /= ((m.RowsO - idx) * m.ColumnsO +
(m.ColumnsO - idx) * m.RowsO); 
sum += (a[idx] * a[idx]);
>
/ /
// Normalize the correlations 
/ /
sum = fsqrt(sum);
for (idx = 1; idx < m.RowsO; idx++) a [idx] /= sum;
tifdef SHOWRESULTS
puts("Autocorrelation values:");
for(i = 0; i < m.ColumnsO; i++) printf("%f ", a[i]); 
printf("\n");
#endif
}
Autocorrelation! generates an autocorrelation based on the function: 
R(h) = variance * (rAa) * (r~b)
h is the vector (a, b), and r is some value for a grid,
that is it should be r(x) and r(y), but they are equal
on a uniform grid, so we just assign a value to r that
makes the autocorrelation work well, which is less than 
1.0, so that as h increases, R(h) decreases. Because of 
the way the GenerateSigma function was written, we don't 
include the variance - it will multiply by the variance 
when it has to.
j
void Autocorrelation!(float *e, int maxdist)
K
int i;
float r = 0.6; 
e [0] = 1;
for(i = 1 ;  i <= maxdist; i++) e[i] = powf(r, (float) i);
}
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Autocorrelation generates an autocorrelation based on the function:
R(h) = variance * (1 - 1.5 * (|h| / a) + 0.5 * (|h|A3 / a A 3)) 
a = maxdist, and if h < -a or h > a, then R(h) is zero.
★ + + j
void Autocorrelation2(float *e, int maxdist)
{
int i; 
e [0] = 1;
for(i = 1 ;  i <= maxdist; i++) e[i] = 1.0 - 
1.5 * (fabs((float) i) / (float) maxdist) +
0.5 * (powf(fabs((float) i), 3.0) / powf ((float) maxdist, 3.0));
}
Autocorrelations generates an autocorrelation based on the function:
R(h) = eA (-|h| * 4 / a) * variance
a = maxdist, and if h < -a or h > a, then R(h) is zero.
★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★j
void Autocorrelations (float *e, int maxdist)
{
int i; 
e [0] = 1 . 0;
for(i = 1; i <= maxdist; i++) e[i] =
exp(-fabs((float) i) * 4.0 / (float) maxdist);
}
/***********************************************************************
Autocorrelation4 generates an autocorrelation based on the function:
R(h) = eA (-hA2 / aA2)
a = maxdist, and if h < -a or h > a, then R(h) is zero.
void Autocorrelation4 (float *e, int maxdist)
{
int i ; 
e [0] = 1.0;
for(i = 1; i <= maxdist; i++) e[i] =
exp(-((float) i * (float) i) / ((float) maxdist * (float) maxdist));
}
/★★★★★★★★'★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★■A-*********
Generate multivariate matrix based on the autocorrelation of
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elevation data stored in a second matrix.
void GenerateSigma(fMatrix sigma, fMatrix elev, int autofunction, 
float var)
<
int i, j; 
float variance; 
float *a;
if(var == 0.0) variance = Variance(elev); 
else variance = var;
/ /
// Allocate enough space for the autocorrelation values.
// We know that sigma.Rows() = sigma.Columns(), so we just 
// choose one.
/ /
a = new float[sigma.Columns()];
/ /
// Find the autocorrelation of the elevation matrix,
II store the results in a.
/ /
switch(autofunction)
<
case 0; AutocorrelationO(elev, a); break; 
case 1: Autocorrelation!(a, elev.Rows() - 1); break;
case 2: Autocorrelation2(a, elev.Rows() - 1); break;
case 3: Autocorrelations(a, elev.Rows() - 1); break;
case 4: Autocorrelation4(a, elev.Rows() - 1); break;
default: break;
)
/ /
// Now we simply fill in the values in our sigma matrix using 
// the following method: the diagonal values equal the variance,
// for each row, a column that is n away from the diagonal equals 
// the variance times a[n],
/ /
for(i = 0 ;  i < sigma.Rows(); i++)
for(j = 0; j < sigma.Columns(); j++)
sigma(i, j) = variance * a[ABS(j - i)];
}
Generate a vector of random values
• k - k - k - k - k i t - k l t l t - k - k - k ' k ' i t - k - k - k - k ' k l t ' k ' k - k - k ' k i c - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k ' k - k - k - k - k - i t ' k ' k ' k ' k i t ' k - k ' k - k ' t t ' k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k - k ' k i t ' k ' k ' k - k - k - k  j
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void GenerateZ(fMatrix Z, float variance)
{
int i;
for(i = 0; i < Z.RowsO; i++) Z(i, 0) = variance * NormRandO;
}
Householder reduction of a real, symmetric matrix (for the purpose 
of later finding the eigenvector/value). Code is based on code in 
"Numerical Recipes in C", page 474.
j
void Householder(fMatrix tri, fMatrix diagonal, float *element)
{
int 1, k, j, i;
float scale, h, hh, g, f;
for(i = (tri.Rows() -1); i > 0; i— )
{
1 = i - 1; 
h = scale = 0.0; 
if(1 > 0)
{
for(k = 0; k <= 1; k++) scale += fabs(tri(i, k)); 
if(scale == 0.0) element[i] = tri(i, 1); 
else 
<
for(k = 0 ;  k <= 1; k++)
{
tri(i, k) /= scale; 
h += tri(i, k) * tri(i, k);
}
f = tri (i, 1);
g = (f >= 0.0) ? -sqrt(h) : sqrt(h);
element[i] = scale * g; 
h -= f * g; 
tri(i, 1) = f - g; 
f = 0.0;
for(j = 0; j <= 1; j++)
tri (j, i) = tri(i, j) / h; 
g = 0.0;
for(k = 0; k <= j; k++) g += tri(j, k) * tri(i, k);
for(k = (j + 1); k <= 1; k++) g += tri(k, j) * tri(i, k);
element[j] = g / h; 
f += element[j] * tri(i, j);
}
hh = f / (h + h);
for(j = 0; j <= 1; j++)
{
f = tri(i, j);
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element[j] = g = element[j] - hh * f; 
for(k = 0; k <= j; k++)
tri(j, k) -= (f * element[k] + g * tri(i, k));
}
}
} else element[i] = tri(i, 1); 
diagonal (i, i) = h;
}
diagonal (0, 0) = element[0] = 0.0;
for(i = 0; i < tri.RowsO; i++)
{
1 = i - 1;
if(diagonal(i, i))
i
for(j = 0; j <= 1; j++) 
g = 0.0;
for(k = 0; k <= 1; k++) g += tri(i, k) * tri(k, j); 
for(k = 0 ;  k <= 1; k++) tri (k, j) -= g * tri(k, i);
}
}
diagonal(i, i) = tri(i, i) ; 
tri(i, i) = 1.0;
for(j = 0; j <= 1; j++) tri(j, i) = tri(i, j) = 0.0;
}
}
/★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★■At***
tqli - algorithm to determine the eigenvalues and vectors of a 
tridiagonal matrix. Code based on "Numerical Recipes in C", page 480.
Householder should be called first. The eigenvalues end up in 
the vector "diagonal", and the corresponding values are the columns 
in the matrix "tri".
★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ * ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ * ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ * ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ /
#define pythag(a, b) sqrt(((a) * (a)) + ((b) * (b)))
#define SIGN(a, b) ((b) >= 0.0 ? fabs(a) : -fabs(a)) 
void tqli(fMatrix tri, fMatrix diagonal, float *element) 
i
int m, 1, iter, i, k;
float s, r, p, g, f, dd, c, b;
for(i = 0; i < (tri.RowsO - 1); i++) element [i] = element [i + 1]; 
element[tri.Rows() - 1] = 0.0; 
for(l = 0; 1 < tri.RowsO; 1++)
{
iter = 0; 
do {
for(m = 1 ;  m < (tri.RowsO - 1); m++)
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{
dd = fabs(diagonal(m, m)) + fabs(diagonal(m + 1, m + 1)); 
if((float) (fabs(element[m]) + dd) == dd) break;
}
if (m != 1)
(
if(iter++ == 30)
(
puts("Too many iterations in tqli!"); 
printf("l = %d, m = %d\n", 1, m); 
exit (1);
}
g = (diagonal (1 + 1, 1 + 1) - diagonal (1, 1))
/ (2.0 * element[1]); 
r = pythag(g, 1.0);
g = diagonal(m, m) - diagonal(1, 1) + element[1]
/ ( g + SIGN(r, g)); 
s = c = 1.0; 
p = 0.0;
for(i = (m - 1); i >= 1; i— )
{
f = s * element[i];
b = c * element[i];
element[i + 1 ]  = r = pythag(f, g);
if (r == 0.0)
{
diagonal(i + 1, i + 1) -= p;
element[m] = 0.0;
break;
}
s = f / r;
c = g / r;
g = diagonal(i + 1 ,  i + 1) - p; 
r = (diagonal(i, i ) - g )  * s + 2 . 0 * c * b ;  
diagonal(i + 1 ,  i + 1) = g + (p = s * r); 
g = c * r - b;
for(k = 0 ;  k < tri.RowsO; k++)
{
f = tri(k, i + 1);
tri(k, i + 1) = s * tri(k, i) + c * f; 
tri(k, i) = c * tri(k, i) - s * f;
}
}
if ((r == 0.0) && (i >= 1)) continue; 
diagonal(1, 1) -= p; 
element[1] = g; 
element[m] = 0.0;
}
} while(m != 1);
/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  j
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int main(int argc, char *argv[])
(
fMatrix *Sigma, *Lambda, *Upsilon, *Gamma, *GammaPrime, *Z, *Y; 
fMatrix *elevation;
float *element, maxheight, modifier = DEFAULTMODIFIER; 
int size, autofunction, fileparam;
FILE *rc;
/ /
// Seed the random number generator 
/ /
srand48(time(NULL));
/ /
// Make sure we have enough command line arguments, if so then 
// we assume that the second argument (after the name of the 
// program) is the elevation data file name and attempt to 
// read the file 
/ /
if (argc < 2) 
i
fputs("DOH! Please specify elevation data "
"file on the command line!\n", 
stderr) ;
fprintf(stderr, "Usage: %s [n] <elevation filename>\n", argv[0]); 
fprintf(stderr, "\tWhere n is the autocorrelation function"); 
fprintf(stderr, "function you want to use (0-4), 0 by default\n"); 
exit (1);
)
if(argc < 3)
{
fputs("Assuming autocorrelation of input data is desired.\n", 
stdout); 
fileparam = 1; 
autofunction = 0;
}
else
{
fileparam = 2;
if(Isscanf(argv[l], "%d", sautofunction))
(
fputs("DOH! Invalid autocorrelation number!", stderr); 
exit (1);
}
i f ((autofunction < 0) || (autofunction > 4))
{
fputs("DOH! Invalid autocorrelation number!", stderr); 
exit (1);
}
1
i f (!ReadElevationData(argv[fileparam], Selevation, Smaxheight))
(
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fputs("DOH! Elevation read unsuccesful!\n", stderr); 
exit (1);
}
tifdef SHOWRESULTS
puts("Elevation Data:"); 
(♦elevation).Print(); 
#endif
/ /
// Read run control data - right now this is just the modifier 
// value. If the file doesn't exist the default value is used. 
/ /
if(rc = fopen("ascrc", "ra"))
<
modifier = ScanForNumber(rc); 
fclose(rc);
}
/ /
// If we get here we can assume we 
// data from some input file. The 
// created and loaded with values. 
// other matrices.
/ /
have read a bunch of elevation 
matrix "elevation" has been 
Now we can construct all of our
size = (*elevation).Rows() * (♦elevat
element = new float[size];
Z new fMatrix(size, 1) ;
Sigma = new fMatrix(size, size);
Lambda = new fMatrix(size, size);
Upsilon = new fMatrix(size, size);
Gamma = new fMatrix(size, size);
GammaPrime = new fMatrix(size. size);
Y new fMatrix(size, size);
GenerateSigma(*Sigma, *elevation, autofunction, maxheight * modifier);
#ifdef SHOWRESULTS 
puts ("\n\nSigma:"); 
(♦Sigma).Print(); 
#endif
♦Upsilon = *Sigma;// We preserve the original sigma 
GenerateZ (*Z, 1.0); // Z is our random values
/ /
// Calculate eigenvectors and values 
/ /
Householder(*Upsilon, *Lambda, element); 
tqli(*Upsilon, *Lambda, element);
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/ /
// This section does the final computation, that is:
// creating Y from the Z and Gamma Matrices 
/ /
(♦Lambda).sqrt();// Get the square root of the
// eigenvalues 
*Gamma = (♦Upsilon) * (♦Lambda);
*Y = (*Gamma) * (*Z);
#ifdef SHOWRESULTS 
puts ("\n\nY:");
(*Y).Print(); 
lendif
/ /
// Now we can add Y to the elevations, we can cheap this 
// out by manually setting how many rows and columns there are 
// in Y to match that of elevation, and just adding them together 
/ /
(*Y).rows = (*elevation).Rows();
(*Y).columns = (*elevation).Columns();
#ifdef SHOWRESULTS 
puts ( " \ n \ n Y ;
(*Y).Print();
#endif
(♦elevation) = (*elevation) + (*Y); 
printf ("%d %d\n", (*Y).Rows(), (*Y) .Coliunns () ) ;
printf("%f\n", spacing);
(♦elevation).Print ();
return 0; // return to system
}
APPENDIX II
GSS PROGRAM
//#define DEV 
/*
gss. C
Frederick Haab
Formerly mountain.C, this is a variant that reads in an 
elevation file to use as a starting point, then applies 
general stochastic subdivision to do data base 
amplification.
History:
07/16/94 Initial Implementation using C++,
my vector library, and reallocating 
after every iteration to fix the problem 
of how many levels, and how many iterations 
10/20/94 Added feature to let user specify on command 
line how many iterations to do.
11/08/94 Removed previous feature, now we read a 
parameters file for the following:
- initial terrain size (x, y corners)
- initial variance
- number of iterations
- percent of terrain that gets 
mapped to water
Also, I am now writing data out in binary form 
to save storage, and read/write time.
COMMENTS: I need to figure out how to do the 
autocorrelation in 2D, then I can apply a user 
specified variance to the first level.
02/06/95 See the comments at the head of the file, this 
is basically a variant of mountain.C.
*/
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
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#include <malloc.h> 
#include <iostream.h> 
#include <string.h> 
#include <ctype.h> 
finclude <time.h> 
#include <myvect.h> 
#include <terrain.h>
/
These are mostly values that get read in from a file, but have 
defaults.
Terrain *land;
float xl = -5.0, yl = -5.0; 
float x2 = 5.0, y2 = 5.0; 
float initial_variance = 2.5; 
int iterations = 8;
char elevfilename[80] = "elev.data"; 
char outputfilename[80] = "terrain.bin";
/ *****+*************+**+********+***+****+******************+*******+***
Generate a psuedo normally distributed random value 
with mean 0 and variance 1
i
float NormRandO 
{
double sum = 0;
float r;
int idx = 12;
while(idx— ) sum += drand48(); 
r = sum - 6.0; 
return r;
}
ScanForNumber scans the file stream until a digit is found. If a
is read, then anything until the next eol is ignored (comments).
float ScanForNumber(FILE *handle)
(
unsigned char c; 
float n;
c = fgetc(handle);
while (isspace(c) || (c == '#'))
{
if(c == '#') while(c != '\n') c = fgetc(handle); 
c = fgetc(handle); 
if(feof(handle))
{
fputs("DOH! End of file encountered in ScanForNumber\n", 
stderr); 
return 0;
}
}
ungetc(c, handle);
if(!fscanf(handle, "%f", &n))
{
fputs("DOH! Couldn't read next number in ScanForNumber\n", 
stderr); 
return 0;
}
return n;
}
Read the elevation data from a file called filename into a newly 
created fMatrix called e. For future use, max is returned as the 
larget value read from the input file.
int ReadElevationData(char *filename, Terrain **t)
{
int height, width; 
int i, j;
float startx, starty, spacing;
FILE *input;
if([(input = fopen(filename, "ra")))
{
fputs("DOH! Can't open input file!\n", stderr); 
return 0;
}
height = (int) ScanForNumber(input); 
width = (int) ScanForNumber(input); 
spacing = ScanForNumber(input);
xl = startx = ((-spacing / 2.0) * (float) (width - 1));
yl = starty = ((-spacing / 2.0) * (float) (height - 1));
x2 = -xl;
y2 = -yl;
*t = new Terrain(height, width);
for(i = 0; i < height; i++)
for(j = 0 ;  j < width; j++)
{
(**t) (i, j) [X] = startx + spacing * i;
(**t) (i, j) [Y] = starty + spacing * j;
(**t) (i, j) [Z] = ScanForNumber(input);
1
fclose(input); 
return 1;
SubDivide the terrain by calling Expand to create the space, then 
going to all locations of row and column, where both of which are 
odd numbered, (this is the center of all existing "squares" of 
terrain) and finding a new height for that location. Then we go to 
all locations of row and columns, where either one or the other (but 
not both) are odd,and finding new height values for that location.
A-B A-F-B
I | becomes: I I I 
C-D F-E-F
I I I
C-F-D
Where A, B, C, and D are the initial places (at indices 0 and 1), 
and then they go to indices 0 and 2, E is at 1,1 and is the 
first new point chosen, and all the F's have exactly one odd 
index (0,1) or (1,0) or (2,1), or (1,2).
void SubDivide(Terrain *land)
{
int x, y; 
float variance;
Vector len;
(*land).Expand();
len = (*land)(1, 0) - (*land)(0, 0); 
variance = len.VectorLength() * 0.1;
#ifdef DEV
printf("Variance: %f\n", variance);
#endif
if(variance > initial_variance) variance = initial_variance; 
if (variance < 0.1) variance = 0.1;
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#ifdef DEV
printf("Variance: %f\n", variance);
#endif
/ /
// First, we go to all locations where both indices of row 
// and column are odd. We find the midpoint by adding all 
// the vectors together and dividing by four. Then 
// we modify the height.
/ /
for(y = 1; y < (*land).GetSize(Y); y++) 
for(x = 1; x < (*land).GetSize(X); x++) 
if((y & 0x01) && (x & 0x01))
{
(*land)(x, y) =
((*land)(x - 1, y - 1) +
(*land)(x - 1, y + 1) +
(*land)(x + 1, y - 1) +
(*land)(x +1 ,  y + 1 ) )  / 4.0;
(*land) (x, y) [Z] += NormRandO * variance;
}
/ /
// Now we take care of the new locations along the edge 
// of the grid (along the sides)
/ /
for(y = 1; y < (*land).GetSize(Y); y++) 
if (y & 0x01)
{
(*land)(0, y)[Y] = (*land)(1, y)[Y];
(*land) (0, y) [X] = (*land) (0, y - 1)[X];
(*land)(0, y)[Z] =
NormRandO * variance +
(((*land) (0, y - 1) [Z] +
(*land)(0, y + 1 ) [ Z ]  +
(*land)(1, y ) [Z]) / 3.0);
x = (*land).GetSize(Y);
(*land)(x - 1, y)[Y] = (*land)(x - 2, y)[Y];
(*land)(x - 1, y)[X] = (*land)(x - 1, y - 1)[X];
(*land) (x - 1, y) [Z] =
NormRandO * variance +
(((*land)(x - 1, y - 1)[Z] +
(*land) (x - 1, y + 1) [Z] +
(*land)(x - 2, y ) [Z]) / 3.0);
}
/ /
// Now we take care of the new locations along the edge 
// of the grid (along the top and bottom)
/ /
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for(x = 1; x < (*land).GetSize(Y); x++) 
if(x & 0x01)
{
(*land) (x, 0) [Y] = (*land) (x - 1, 0) [Y];
(*land)(x, 0)[X] = (*land)(x , 1)[X];
(*land) (x, 0)[Z] =
NormRandO * variance +
(((*land) (x - 1, 0) [Z] +
(*land) (x + 1, 0) [Z] +
(*land)(x , 1) [Z]) / 3.0);
y = (*land).GetSize(X);
(*land)(x, y - 1)[Y] = (*land)(x - 1, y - 1)[Y];
(*land)(x, y - 1)[X] = (*land)(x , y - 2 ) [X];
(*land) (x, y - 1) [Z] =
NormRandO * variance +
(((*land)(x - 1, y - 1)[Z] +
(♦land) (x + 1, y - 1) [Z] +
(♦land) (x , y - 2) [Z ] ) / 3.0);
)
/ /
// ok, now we can do all the little inbetweens 
/ /
for(x = 1; x < ((♦land).GetSize(Y) - 1); x++) 
for (y = 1 ;  y < ((♦land).GetSize(X) - 1); y++) 
if (((y & 0x01) && ! (x & 0x01)) II 
(! (y & 0x01) && (x & 0x01)))
(♦land)(x, y) =
((♦land)(x - 1, y) +
(♦land)(x + 1, y) +
(♦land)(x, y - 1) +
(♦land)(x, y + 1)) / 4.0;
(♦land) (x, y) [Z] += NormRandO ♦ variance;
}
}
FindMin
Finds the minimum elevation value in a terrain.
float FindMin(Terrain land)
(
float min = land(0, 0) [Z]; 
int x, y;
for(x = 0 ; x < land.GetSize(X); x++)
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for(y = 0; y < land.GetSize(Y); y++)
if(land(x, y)[Z] < min) min = land(x, y)[Z];
return min;
)
ScaleUp
Scale values below zero (watermark) to -0.5 to 0.
* * * ★ * * ★ *  +  * * * • * ★ ★ * ★ ★ ★ * * ★ ★ * ★ ★ ★ ★ * * ★ ★ * ★ ★ ★ * *  +  * • * * * ★ * * * ★ * * * ★ ★ * * ★ ★ ■ * ★ * *  +  * ★ * * * * * ★  j
void ScaleUp(Terrain land)
{
int row, col;
float scale = -0.5 / FindMin(land);
for(row = 0; row < land.GetSize(Y); row++) 
for (col = 0; col < land.GetSize(X); col++)
{
if(land(row, col)[Z] < 0) 
land(row, col)[Z] *= scale;
)
OutputTerrain
Output terrain as one huge block of vertices, preceded by dimensions
★ j
void OutputTerrain(char *name, Terrain land)
{
FILE *output;
if([(output = fopen(name, "w")))
(
puts("Couldn't open file!"); 
return;
}
fprintf(output, "%d %d\n", land.GetSize(X), land.GetSize(Y)); 
land.tfwrite(output); 
fclose(output);
ParseParams
Parses through the parameter file to set initial values.
If they are not set in the parameter file, defaults are used
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void ParseParams(char *fname)
{
FILE *input;
char line[80], label [20];
if([(input = fopen(fname, "ra")))
{
printf("Unable to open paramater file, %s\n", fname); 
exit (1);
}
while(fgets(line, 79, input))
{
#ifdef DEV 
/ /
// if DEV then echo the contents of the parameter file 
/ /
printf(line);
#endif
if(line[0] != '#')// ignore comments 
(
if(!strncmp(line, "Variance:", 9))
sscanf((line + 10), "%f", &initial_variance); 
else i f (!strncmp(line, "Iterations:", 11)) 
sscanf((line + 12), "%d", Siterations); 
else if(!strncmp(line, "Elevation:", 10)) 
sscanf((line + 11), "%s", elevfilename); 
else if(!strncmp(line, "Output:", 7))
sscanf((line + 8), "%s", outputfilename); 
else puts("\tERROR");
}
]
fclose(input);
}
/**********************************************************************/
main(int argc, char *argv[]) 
i
if(argc > 1) ParseParams(argv[1]); 
srand48(time(NULL));
if([ReadElevationData(elevfilename, &land))
[
puts("ERROR: couldn't read elevation data. Exiting."); 
exit (1) ;
}
/ /
// The following line is basically it, the basic idea.
// We subdivide "iterations" number of times.
/ /
while(iterations— ) SubDivide(land);
/ /
// Scale up elevations below zero to make water 
/ /
ScaleUp(*land);
#ifdef DEV 
/ /
// if dev, then output also an elevation file 
/ /
int x, y;
FILE *foo;
foo = fopen ("test.elev", "w");
fprintf(foo, "%d %d\n", (*land).GetSize(X), (*land).GetSize(Y)) 
fprintf (foo, "%f\n", (*land) (1, 1) [Y] - (*land) (0, 0) [Y]);
for(y = 0; y < (*land).GetSize(Y); y++)
{
for (x = 0; x < (*land) .GetSize (X); x++) 
fprintf(foo, "%f ", (*land)(x, y)[Z]); 
fprintf(foo, "\n");
}
tendif
OutputTerrain(outputfilename, *land);
return 0;
}
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APPENDIX IE
“DISPLAY”, A PROGRAM FOR 
DISPLAYING TERRAIN
//#define DEV 
//#define ORIGIN 
/ *
display.C 
Frederick Haab
For UNLV Computer Graphics Thesis Work.
Terrain Displayer with GUI
This program allows the terrain generation programs I am working 
on to concentrate on just that, without having to worry about 
displaying and user interaction. This also makes them more 
portable, as the display is currently limited to SGI workstations 
running IRIX 5.2 or better.
Credits: Mark H. Overmars, whose FORMS library made the user 
interface possible, and whose "fdesign" program was used to 
design the interface and subsequently write the code in 
the files "gui.c" and "gui.h".
History:
08/29/94Initial Implementation
09/— /94Still Working, added hacked hidden line 
removal, changed the interface.
10/07/94Working on better sky, and better rotatation.
The user will be able to control the camera 
orientation, and "fly" forward - I'm also 
adding a reset button.
ll/10/94Another overhaul. Got rid of previous orientation 
method, and went to true Quarternion trackball 
method. Sky is now rendered as one piece before 
any other rendering is done, so fog now has no 
effect on it, but it's faster. Files are read 
as binary only. The user can now translate the 
land, and so now has complete control over the 
view (except the light always comes over the 
viewers right shoulder). Made fog slider more
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continuous.
02/09/95Updated the painting algorithm, now snow follows 
the little valleys as the elevation goes lower.
Also, changed a lot of the random stuff (there is 
much less randomness now), things are based more 
on elevations, but there is still randomness thrown 
in.
02/19/95 Changed painting algorithm again to something much
simpler, but does a good job without as many striations. 
Added "Full Screen" button. "Save" buttons work.
* /
#include 
#include 
#include 
#include 
#include 
#include 
#include 
#include 
#include 
#include 
#include 
#include 
#include
<stdio.h> 
<stdlib.h> 
<time.h> 
<math.h> 
<string.h> 
<gl/gl,h> 
<gl/device.h> 
<forms.h> 
<myvect.h> 
<terrain.h> 
<trackball.h> 
"materials.h" 
"gui.h"
#define WIREFRAME 1 
#define HIDDENLINE 2 
#define SOLID 3 
#define DESSERT 1 
(fdefine NORTHERN 2
/ /
// Global variables. Like most programs with GUI's 
// this program has a lot of global variables.
/ /
Terrain *land, *normals; 
long rotx = 0, roty = 0;
short angx = 0, angy = 0;
float dist = 10.0, zoom = 0.0, spacing = 5.0; 
float transx = 0.0, transy = 0.0;
Objectmap;
int drawstyle = WIREFRAME;
int painted = 0;
int fog_is_on = 0;
int fog_avail = 0;
int orient = 1;
int sky = 1;
int landscape = DESSERT;
long winxl, winx2, winyl, winy2;
void DrawObject();
void DrawBackground();
Matrixidentity = { { 1.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 },
{ 0 . 0 , 1 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0  },
{ 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 1 . 0 , 0 . 0  } ,
{ 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 1 . 0  } } ;
Matrixrotation = { { 1.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 },
( 0.0, 1.0, 0.0, 0.0 },
{ 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 1 . 0 , 0 . 0  },
{ 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 1 . 0  ) };
Matrixcurrent = { { 1.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 },
{ 0 . 0 , 1 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0  },
{ 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 1 . 0 , 0 . 0  },
{ 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 1 . 0  } };
Quarternion trackball(0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 1.0);
SetUpLights
Uh, set up the lights?
The materials are actually defined elsewhere, they were created
with a program "matedit" that I wrote for just such occasions.
The materials I am trying to create:
dark water, light waterFor deep and shallow water 
sand/beach Probably same as light mountain
grass kind of a light green
trees kind of a dark/pine green
dark mountain, light mountainfor variety 
snow for mountain tops
****************************************************************
void SetUpLights()
{
float light_sun[] = (
LCOLOR, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0,
POSITION, -0.54772256, -0.54772256, -0.54772256, 0.0,
LMNULL
>;
float model_sun[] = {
AMBIENT, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5,
LOCALVIEWER, 1.0,
LMNULL
};
lmdef(DEFLIGHT, 1, 0, light_sun);
lmdef(DEFLMODEL, 1, 0, model sun);
DefineTheMaterials();
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lmbind(LIGHTO, 1); 
lmbind(LMODEL, 1);
fog_avail = (int) getgdesc(GD_FOGVERTEX);
}
Render()
Renders the object, right now that's just clearing the 
screen, setting the color, and calling the object.
★ I
void Render()
<
czclear(OxO, 0x0); 
if(sky)
{
zbuffer(FALSE);
DrawBackground(); 
zbuffer(TRUE);
}
loadmatrix(current); 
translate (transx, transy, zoom); 
multmatrix(rotation);
DrawObject ();
}
This next section of routines are the callbacks for the GUI.
Please see "Credits:" in the opening comments of this file.
*★***★*** + ★*★★**★★**** + ★ + **★*****★********★•**★*★★★*★*********★•*■*■*****★ i
**********************************************************************/
void Help(FL_OBJECT *obj, long foo)
{
fl_set_object_label(Message, "Sorry, Help has not yet been imple­
mented") ;
}
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Quit(FL ARGS)
* ★ * * * * *  +  ★ ★ * ★ * ★ *  +  * * ★ * * ★ * * * ★ ★ * * ★ ★ * ★  +  ★ * ★ ★ * ★  +  * * ★ * * ★ ★ * ★ * * ★ * ■ * ■ ★ ★ ★ ★ ■ * ■ * ★ • * ■  +  ★  +  ★ ★ * *  j
void Quit(FL_OBJECT *obj, long foo)
{
exit (0);
}
FullScreen(FL ARGS)
void FullScreen(FL_OBJECT *obj, long foo)
{
long winid = wingetO; 
long newwin;
prefposition(0, getgdesc(GD_XPMAX), 0, getgdesc(GD_YPMAX)); 
newwin = winopen(NULL); 
winset(newwin);
singlebuffer(); 
zbuffer(TRUE);
RGBmode(); 
gconfig (); 
mmode(MVIEWING); 
loadmatrix(identity);
perspective(500, 4.0 / 3.0, 0.1, 100000.0); 
lookat(0.0, 0.0, dist, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0); 
lsetdepth(getgdesc(GD_ZMAX), 0x0); 
zfunction(ZF_GEQUAL); 
backface(TRUE); 
shademodel(GOURAUD);
SetUpLights(); 
getmatrix(current); 
cursoff();
SetFogLevel(obj, foo);
Render();
while(!getbutton(ESCKEY)); 
winclose(newwin); 
winset(winid);
loadmatrix(identity);
perspective(500, 4.0 / 3.0, 0.1, 100000.0); 
lookat(0.0, 0.0, dist, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0); 
lsetdepth(getgdesc(GD_ZMAX), 0x0); 
zfunction(ZF_GEQUAL); 
backface(TRUE); 
shademodel(GOURAUD);
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SetUpLights 0; 
getmatrix(current); 
curson();
drawstyle = WIREFRAME;
}
Save image in an uncompressed RGB file, format was obtained in the 
document "SGI Image File Format", available from SGI
★ ★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★■A'*********************** ̂
void RGBSnapShot(FL_OBJECT *obj, long foo)
{
fl_set_object_label(Message, "Writing file V'terrain.rgbV'");
#define MAGICO 
#define STORAGE 2 
#define BPC3 
#define DIMENSION 4 
#define XSIZE6 
#define YSIZE8 
#define ZSIZE10 
(fdefine PIXMIN12 
#define PIXMAX16 
(fdefine IMAGENAME 24 
#define COLORMAP 104 
#define DUMMY108
char header[512], *cbuff;
FILE *out; 
long sizex, sizey; 
unsigned long *buffer; 
int x, i;
if(!(out = fopen("terrain.rgb", "wb")))
{
fl_set_object_label(Message,
"ERROR: Could not open file V'terrain.rgbV' for writing"); 
return;
}
getsize(ssizex, &sizey);
/ *
// Initialize the header for the file 
* /
memset((void *) header, 0, 512); 
header[MAGIC] = 1;/* Magic Number */ 
header[MAGIC + 1] = 218;
header[STORAGE] = 0;/* VERBATIM (not RLE) */
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header[BPC] = 1;/* One byte per pixel (per component) */ 
header[DIMENSION] = 0;
header[DIMENSION + 1] = 3;/* Three D, XxYxRGB */ 
header[XSIZE] = (char) (sizex / 256);
header[XSIZE + 1] = (char) (sizex - 256 * header[XSIZE]); 
header[YSIZE] = (char) (sizey / 256);
header[YSIZE + 1] = (char) (sizey - 256 * header[YSIZE]);
header[ZSIZE] = 3;/* R, G, B */
header[PIXMIN] = 0;/* Minumum pixel value */
header[PIXMAX] = 255;/* Maximum pixel value */
header[PIXMAX + 1] = 255;
header[PIXMAX + 2] = 255;
header[PIXMAX + 3] = 255;
strcpy((header + IMAGENAME), "terrain.rgb");
header[COLORMAP] = 0;/* Normal RGB (no dithering, etc.) */
/ *
// Write the header 
* /
fwrite(header, 1, 512, out);
/ *
// Read the whole darn chunk of screen graphics 
// into an allocated place in memory 
* /
i f (!(buffer = new unsigned long[sizex * sizey]))
{
fl_set_object_label(Message,
"ERROR: Couldn't allocate enough memory");
return;
}
lrectread(l, 1, (short) sizex, (short) sizey,
(unsigned long *) buffer);
/ *
// Now we go through, value by value, extracting the componenet 
// we need each pass, and writing it to the file.
* /
if(!(cbuff = new char[3 * sizex * sizey]))
<
fl_set_object_label(Message,
"ERROR: Couldn't allocate secondary buffer");
return;
for(i = 0; i < 3; i++)/* One pass each for R, G, and B */
{
for(x = 0 ;  x < (sizex * sizey); x++)
{
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cbuff[x] = (char) (buffer[x] >> (8 * i));
}
fwrite(cbuff, 1, (unsigned int) (sizex * sizey), out);
}
fclose (out); 
free(cbuff); 
free(buffer);
fl_set_object_label(Message, "Done writing RGB file.");
}
Save image in a PPM file. Format information is freely available.
★  j
void PPMSnapShot(FL_OBJECT *obj, long foo)
{
unsigned long *vbuffer; 
long sizex, sizey;
FILE *output; 
int x, y;
fl_set_object_label(Message, "Saving terrain.ppm"); 
getsize(ssizex, ssizey);
if(!(vbuffer = new unsigned long[sizex * sizey]))
{
fl_set_object_label(Message,
"ERROR: couldn't allocate video buffer!");
return;
}
i f (!(output = fopen("terrain.ppm", "wb")))
{
fl_set_object_label(Message,
"ERROR: couldn't open file terrain.bin");
return;
}
fprintf(output, "P6\n#\n");
fprintf(output, "# Terrain snapshot created by Frederick Haab's "); 
fprintf(output, "program, \"display\"\n#\n") ; 
fprintf(output, "%ld %ld\n255\n", sizex, sizey);
lrectread(l, 1, (short) sizex, (short) sizey, (unsigned long*) 
vbuffer);
for(y = (int) (sizey - 1); y >= 0; y— ) 
for(x = 0; x < sizex; x++) 
fprintf (output, "%c%c%c",
(unsigned char) (vbuffer[y * sizex + x]),
(unsigned char) (vbuffer[y * sizex + x] >> 8),
(unsigned char) (vbuffer[y * sizex + x] »  16));
fclose(output);
fl_set_object_label(Message, "Wrote file V'terrain,ppm\""); 
free(vbuffer);
}
Set the rendering mode, including fog, wireframe, hidden line, or 
solid, and double or single buffering.
void SetRenderMode(FL_OBJECT *obj, long foo)
{
void Paint();
switch(foo)
{
case 0: 
break; 
case 1:
drawstyle = WIREFRAME; 
break; 
case 2:
drawstyle = HIDDENLINE; 
break; 
case 3:
drawstyle = SOLID; 
if ('.painted)
{
fl_set_object_label(Message,
"Please wait while vertices are painted");
Paint (); 
painted = 1;
fl_set_object_label(Message, "Done painting");
}
break; 
default:
fl_set_object_label(Message, "Internal-Error in SetRenderMode" 
break;
}
Render();
)
SetFogLevel
Reads the slider widget to set the fog intensity. If set to zero, 
fog is turned off. If fog is not available, a message is displayed.
void SetFogLevel(FL_OBJECT *foo, long val)
{
float fog[] = { 1.0, 0.8, 0.8, 0.8 };
if(!fog_avail)
{
fl_set_object_label(Message,
"Fog is not available on this machine"); 
return;
}
fog[0] = fl_get_slider_value(FogSlider) * 20.0 / dist;
if(fog[0] == 0.0)
{
fogvertex(FG_OFF, NULL); 
fog_is_on = FALSE;
}
else
{
fogvertex(FG_PIX_EXP2, fog); 
fogvertex(FG_ON, NULL); 
fog_is_on = TRUE;
}
)
/★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★•at*************************
ToggleOrient
Toggle rendering for orientation, or for rendering.
This makes it easier to orient large sets of data before rendering.
★★****★★******★*★**★*★*******★*★***★*********★*★*****★*•******★*★*★**★
void ToggleOrient(FL_OBJECT *foo, long val)
<
orient = 1 - orient;
}
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ResetCamera
Reset the camera position
★ j
void ResetCamera(FL_OBJECT *foo, long val)
{
transx = transy = zoom = 0.0; 
loadmatrix(identity); 
getmatrix(rotation); 
trackball.Set (0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 1.0);
}
SetLandscape
Set the type of landscape
void SetLandscape(FL_OBJECT *foo, long val) 
i
switch(val)
(
case 1:
painted = 0; 
landscape = DESSERT; 
break; 
case 2:
painted = 0; 
landscape = NORTHERN; 
break; 
default: 
break;
}
}
Back to regular code, this are functions for reading and creating 
the graphics object.
★ *****★**★ + ★****★★***★******★★■*■******★*★*★★★******■**★*****★★* + ★★★**★★*■*
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  j
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ReadObject(char *)
Reads the terrain data from the file, allocates space for 
the new terrain. Returns 0 on failure.
**********************************************************************/
int ReadObject(char *fname)
{
FILE*input = fopen(fname, "ra"); 
int xsize, ysize;
if(!input)
{
puts("Unable to open input file!"); 
return 0;
}
/ /
II Read the dimensions of the data 
/ /
if(fscanf(input, "%d\n%d\n", sxsize, sysize) != 2)
{
puts("Error reading size data"); 
return 0;
}
/ /
// Allocate new space for this terrain 
// Isn't C++ cool?
// Also, read in the x * y set of data (column major)
/ /
land = new Terrain (xsize, ysize); 
normals = new Terrain (xsize, ysize);
if(1(*land).tfread(input))
{
puts("Error reading in data!"); 
exit (1);
}
fclose (input);
/ /
// Now we try to make a judgement about how far away the 
// viewer has to be to get a good view of the terrain.
/ /
dist = spacing = ((*land)(0, 0) - 
(*land)(land->GetSize(0) - 1,
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land->GetSize(1) - 1)).VectorLength (); 
spacing /= (*land).GetSize(1); 
return 1;
}
CreateSubWindow
Creates a subwindow with relative positions to the forms basic form. 
This size can be changed, but should remain in a 4/3 aspect ratio (TV)
j
void CreateSubWindow(long parent)
<
if(swinopen(parent) == -1)
(
puts("Could not create subwindow"); 
exit (1);
}
winposition(TVWindow->x + 4, TVWindow->x + 4 + 640,
TVWindow->y + 5, TVWindow->y + 5 + 480);
singlebuffer(); 
zbuffer(TRUE);
RGBmode(); 
gconfig(); 
mmode(MVIEWING); 
loadmatrix(identity);
perspective(500, 4.0 / 3.0, 0.1, 100000.0); 
lookat(0.0, 0.0, dist, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0); 
lsetdepth(getgdesc(GD_ZMAX), 0x0); 
zfunction(ZF_GEQUAL); 
backface(TRUE); 
shademodel(GOURAUD);
SetUpLights(); 
getmatrix(current); 
fl_qdevice(REDRAW); 
fl_qdevice(LEFTMOUSE); 
fl_qdevice(RIGHTMOUSE); 
fl_qdevice(MIDDLEMOUSE);
/***********************************************************************
CalculateNormals
Uh, calculate the normals? Just standard cross product method to 
calculate surface normals.
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void CalculateNormals()
{
Vector v, w, n; 
int i, j;
for(i = 0 ;  i < (land->GetSize(1) - 1); i++) 
for(j = 0 ;  j < (land->GetSize(0) - 1); j++) 
{
v = (*land) (i+1, j) - (*land) (i, j); 
w = (*land)(i, j+1) - (*land)(i, j); 
v.VectorNormalize(); 
w.VectorNormalize();
n = w.Cross(v);
(*normals)(i , j) = (♦normals)(i , j ) + n;
(♦normals)(i+1, j) = (♦normals)(i+1, j ) + n;
(♦normals)(i , j+1) = (♦normals) (i , j+D + n;
(♦normals)(i+1, j+1) = (♦normals)(i+1, j + D + n;
}
for(i = 0; i < land->GetSize(1); i++) 
for(j = 0 ;  j < land->GetSize(0); j++)
(*normals)(i, j).VectorNormalize();
}
Paint
Paint (assign materials to vertices) the terrain. I use the fourth, 
unused value of the vector to store the material number. This is 
a fairly complicated process, materials are assigned based on:
- Elevation
- Normal direction (Percentage towards "up")
- Random values
- Surrounding elevations
So far we have eight materials, from dark water to snow. Values 
below zero are assumed to have been shifted up, so that values 
below zero are greater than -0.5. Values below zero, then, are 
assigned one of the two water values, the lower the number the 
higher the probability the water will be darker. The other heights 
are normalized to a maximum height.
The maximum height, then, dictates what the world is like - if the 
maximum height is set very small, in which case many values may 
be greater than 95%, then there will be mostly snow. If, on the 
other hand, the maximum height is way above the actual highest value 
in the data, there will be no snow at all - mostly grass, sand, 
and some rock. We assume, then, that the input data is in feet, 
and guess that we want snow at about 9000 feet. The other choice
is to make the maximum height that of the input data, so there will 
always be the entire range of materials. See the first few lines 
of the program to choose.
2/26/95 - Changed height to a slider that the user can control.
void Paint ()
{
int x, y;
int width = land->GetSize(X); 
int height = land->GetSize(Y); 
float high =0.0, h, r, c, 1;
Vector up (0.0, 0.0, 1.0);
#define assign(val) (*land) (x, y) [3] = val
if(landscape == DESSERT) 
for(x = 0; x < width; x++)
for (y = 0; y < height; y++)
if ((*land)(x, y ) [2] < -0.01) assign(MAT_SAND); 
else assign(MAT_LIGHT_MOUNTAIN); 
else if(landscape == NORTHERN)
{
high = fl_get_slider_value(SnowAltitude);
for(x = 0; x < width; x++)
for(y = 0; y < height; y++)
{
h = (*land)(x, y)[Z];
c = up.Dot((*normals)(x, y)) / ((M_PI / 2.0)); 
if (h < 0.0)// some kind of water 
{
if(h < -0.5) assign(MAT_DEEP_WATER); 
else if(h > -0.1) assign(MAT_SHALLOW_WATER); 
else if(drand48() > 0.8) assign(MAT_SHALLOW_WATER); 
else assign(MAT_DEEP_WATER);
}
else
<
h *= 100;// normalize to 100.0, note that we can 
h /= high;// possibly have values > 100.0 
r = drand4 8 ();
if (h < 10.0)// rock, sand, or grass 
{
if((h / 3.0) < r) assign(MAT_SAND);
else i f ((h / 10.0) > r) assign(MAT_GRASS);
else if(drand48() > 0.85) assign(MAT_LIGHT_MOUNTAIN);
else assign(MAT_GRASS);
}
else if(h < 30.0) // just about any material 
// except water, snow
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{
i f( ((h - 10.0) / 19.0) > r) assign(MAT_TREE); 
else if(((h - 10.0) / 10.0) > r) assign(MAT_GRASS); 
else if(drand48() > 0.25) assign(MAT_GRASS); 
else assign(MAT_LIGHT_MOUNTAIN);
}
else
{
/ /
// first we test for snow, if the slope at 
// this vertex is small, as the vertex goes 
// higher, there is more of a chance for snow 
/ /
1 = ( (h - 30.0) / 70.0);
if(drand48() < (1 * 0.9)) assign(MAT_SNOW); 
else if((drand48() * drand48()) < (1)) 
assign(MAT_DARK_MOUNTAIN); 
else assign(MAT_TREE);
}
}
}
}
}
DrawBackground
Draws a simple polygon in the distance, colored dark blue, 
to represent some kind of sky. Beats nothing.
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void DrawBackground() 
i
Vector sky [4];
long topcolor, botcolor;
sky[0].Set (-2, -1) 
sky [1] . Set ( 2, -1) 
sky[2].Set ( 2, 1)
sky[3].Set (-2, 1)
if(fog is on)
{
}
botcolor = 0x0897774; 
topcolor = 0x09E8585;
else if(landscape == NORTHERN)
{
botcolor = 0x0281010; 
topcolor = 0x0D89595;
else if(landscape == DESSERT) 
{
botcolor = 0x0573E94; 
topcolor = 0x0502020;
}
loadmatrix(identity) ; 
lookat(0, 0, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0);
bgnpolygon(); 
cpack(botcolor); 
v3f (sky[0].Data()); 
v3f(sky[1].Data()); 
cpack (topcolor); 
v3f(sky[2].Data()); 
v3f(sky[3].Data ()); 
endpolygon();
DrawObject 
Render the terrain.
void DrawObject ()
int x, y;
int oldmat = -1;
Vector ol, o2, o3, o4;
if(orient)
{
cpack(OxOffffff) ; 
bgnline();
01 = (*land)(0, 0);
02 = (*land)((land->GetSize(0) - 1), 0);
03 = (*land) ((land->GetSize(0) - 1), (land->GetSize (1) - 1)
04 = (*land)(0, (land->GetSize(1) - 1)); 
ol[Z] = o2[Z] = o3[Z] = o4[Z] = 0.0;
v3f(ol.Data()); v3f(o2.Data()); v3f(o3.Data()); 
v3f(o4.Data()); v3f(ol.Data ()); 
endline ();
}
else i f ((drawstyle == HIDDENLINE) I| (drawstyle == WIREFRAME))
{
fl_set_object_label(Message, "Rendering Terrain..."); 
if(drawstyle == HIDDENLINE)
{
cpack(0x0);
for(x = 0; x < (land->GetSize (0) - 1); x++)
for(y = 0; y < (land->GetSize(1) - 1); y++) 
{
bgnpolygon();
v3f((*land)(x, y).Data()); 
v3f((*land)(x + 1, y).Data()); 
v3f((*land)(x + 1, y + l).Data()); 
v 3f((*land)(x, y + l).Data()); 
endpolygon();
}
translate (0, 0, 0.02);
II
// Draw the wireframe
// If the sizes are large, we only do one direction 
/ /
cpack(OxOOffffff);
for(x = 0; x < land->GetSize (0); x++)
{
bgnline ();
for(y = 0; y < land->GetSize (1); y++) 
v3 f ((*land)(x, y).Data()); 
endline();
}
if(land->GetSize (0) < 100)
for(y = 0; y < land->GetSize(1); y++)
{
bgnline();
for (x = 0; x < land->GetSize(0); x++) 
v3f ((*land) (x, y).Data()); 
endline();
}
}
else if(drawstyle == SOLID)
{
fl_set_object_label(Message, "Rendering Terrain...") 
for(x = 0; x < (land->GetSize(0) - 1); x++)
{
bgntmesh();
for (y = 0; y < land->GetSize(1); y++)
{
if(oldmat != (int) (*land) (x, y) [3])
{
oldmat = (int) (*land) (x, y)[3]; 
lmbind(MATERIAL, oldmat);
}
n 3f((*normals)(x, y).Data()); 
v3f((*land)(x, y).Data());
if(oldmat != (int) (*land)(x + 1, y + 1)[3])
<
oldmat = (int) (*land) (x + 2, y + 1) [3]; 
lmbind(MATERIAL, oldmat);
\
n 3f((*normals)(x + 1, y).Data()); 
v3f((*land)(x + 1, y).Data());
}
endtmesh();
}
}
fifdef ORIGIN
floatorigin[] = { 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 };
float 1[] = 
float xaxisf] 
float yaxis(] 
float zaxis[]
( 0.54772256, 0.54772256, 0.54772256 }; 
= { 1 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0  },
= { 0 . 0 , 1 . 0 , 0 . 0  }
= { 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 1 . 0  }
1[0] *= 5.0 
1[1] *=5.0 
1[2] *= 5.0
cpack(OxOOff); 
bgnline(); v3f(origin); 
cpack(OxOOffOO); 
bgnline(); v3f(origin); 
cpack(OxOOffOOOO); 
bgnline(); v3f(origin); 
cpack(OxOOffffff); 
bgnline(); v3f(origin);
v3f(xaxis); endline(); 
v3f(yaxis); endline(); 
v3f(zaxis); endline(); 
v3f(l); endline();
#endif
fl_set_object_label(Message, "Done Rendering");
}
Trackball()
Act as a virtual trackball, only when the mouse cursor was pressed 
while in the subwindow.
void Trackball()
{
long cx, cy;
cx = getvaluator(MOUSEX);
cy = getvaluator(MOUSEY);
if((cx < winxl) || (cx > winx2)) return;
if((cy < winyl) || (cy > winy2)) return;
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Quarternion tb(0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 1.0); 
float x, y, ox, oy;
float size_x, size_y, center_x, center_y; 
long wxl, wx2, wyl, wy2;
getorigin(&wxl, &wyl); 
getsize(&wx2, &wy2);
size_x = (float) wx2; 
size_y = (float) wy2;
center_x = (float) (wxl + wx2 / 2); 
center_y = (float) (wyl + wy2 / 2);
ox = (2.0 * ((float) getvaluator(MOUSEX) - center_x)) / size_x;
oy = (2.0 * ((float) getvaluator(MOUSEY) - center_y)) / size_y;
int osave = orient;
orient = 1; 
doublebuffer (); 
gconfig();
while(getbutton(LEFTMOUSE))
x = (2.0 * ((float) getvaluator(MOUSEX) - center_x)) / size_x;
y = (2.0 * ((float) getvaluator(MOUSEY) - center_y)) / size_y;
tb.Trackball(ox, oy, x, y); 
trackball = trackball + tb; 
trackball.BuildMatrix(rotation);
Render(); 
swapbuffers (); 
ox = x; 
oy = y;
)
singlebuffer() ; 
gconfig(); 
orient = osave;
Zoom - zooms in and out based on mouse Y position - mouse is the 
"object", so moving the mouse towards the use acts as moving 
the object towards the user.
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void Zoom()
{
int newy, y;
y = (int) getvaluator(MOUSEY);
int osave = orient; 
orient = 1; 
doublebuffer(); 
gconfig ();
while(getbutton(MIDDLEMOUSE))
{
newy = (int) getvaluator(MOUSEY); 
zoom += (y - newy) * spacing; 
y = newy;
Render (); 
swapbuffers ();
}
singlebuffer (); 
gconfig(); 
orient = osave;
}
Translate - translates based on x, y mouse position
void Translate()
{
int newy, y; 
int newx, x;
y = (int) getvaluator(MOUSEY); 
x = (int) getvaluator(MOUSEX);
int osave = orient; 
orient = 1; 
doublebuffer(); 
gconfig();
while(getbutton(RIGHTMOUSE))
(
newy = (int) getvaluator(MOUSEY); 
newx = (int) getvaluator(MOUSEX); 
transx += (newx - x) * spacing; 
transy += (newy - y) * spacing; 
x = newx; 
y = newy;
Render(); 
swapbuffers() ;
}
singlebuffer() ; 
gconfig(); 
orient = osave;
}
I l l
# #
## ## ## # # #
# # # # # # # ## #
# # # # # # # # #
# # ###### # # # #
# # # # # # ##
# # # # # # #
int main(int argc, char *argv[])
{
long pid, dev; 
short val;
FL_OBJECT *foo;
/ /
// Test for correct usage.
/ /
if (argc < 2)
{
printf("Usage: %s <terrain-data-filename>\n", argv[0]);
}
/ /
// Attempt to read data, exit if unsuccesful.
/ /
i f ([ReadObject(argv[l])) 
i
puts("Terrain file was not read, exiting."); 
exit (1);
}
CalculateNormals();
/ /
// These next functions set up and create the GUI.
// See "Credits:" in the opening comments of this file.
/ /
srand4 8(time(NULL)); 
foreground(); 
fl_init(); 
create_the_forms();
/ /
// Turn on the default buttons 
/ /
fl_set_button(ButtonOrient, 1); 
fl_set_slider_bounds(FogSlider, 0.0, 0.15); 
fl_set_slider_value(FogSlider, 0.0);
fl_set_slider_precision(FogSlider, 3); 
fl_set_slider_bounds(SnowAltitude, 0.0, 2000.0); 
fl_set_slider_precision(SnowAltitude, 0); 
fl_set_slider_value(SnowAltitude, 1000); 
fl_set_button(wireframe_button, 1); 
fl_set_button(ButtonDessert, 1);
pid = fl_show_form(Base, FL_PLACE_CENTER, TRUE, "");
/ /
// Create a subwindow of the form, this window is where the 
// program will render.
/ /
CreateSubWindow(pid);
/ /
// Manage the form. Since the image may need to be updated 
// frequently, I don't use the managed forms approach, instead 
// I querry the form, which will handle an event if it happened, 
// and then I check to see if I need to redraw or handle the 
// mouse in the graphics window 
/ /
while (1)
(
foo = fl_check_forms(); 
if(fl_qtest ())
{
switch(dev = fl_qread(&val))
(
case REDRAW:
reshapeviewport();
Render();
getorigin(Swinxl, Swinyl); 
winx2 = winxl + 640; 
winy2 = winyl + 480; 
break; 
case LEFTMOUSE:
Trackball(); 
break; 
case MIDDLEMOUSE:
Zoom(); 
break; 
case RIGHTMOUSE:
Translate(); 
break; 
default: 
break;
}
}
}
re tu rn  0;
APPENDIX IV
LIBRARY PROGRAMS
myvect.C
//#define DEV 
/*
File: myvect.C 
Frederick Haab
Some vector functions for float arrays (float [3]). 
History
04/12/94Initial Developement 
07/14/94Redid as a vector class
* /
#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>
#ifndef DEV
tinclude "myvect.h"
#else
#ifndef  FREDS VECTORS__
#define X 0 
#define Y 1 
#define Z 2
class Vector 
{
/ /
// The data is simple enough, just our vector 
// of length four. I used four because the 
// sgi tips and techniques guide says that this 
// will quad-word-aligned, and will be most 
// easily (quickly) accessible.
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/ /
float v[4]; 
public:
/ /
// Member fucntions 
/ /
Vector(float x = 0.0, float y = 0.0, float z = 0.0,
void Set(float x = 0.0, float y = 0.0, float z = 0.
float VectorLength();
void VectorNormalize();
void Print();
float *Data();
/ /
// Normal operators should still work. We 
// also add facility to operate with scalars 
// on each individual member at the same time.
/ /
Vector operator=(Vector source); 
floats operator[](int s);
Vector operator*(Vector w);
Vector operator*(float s);
Vector operator-(Vector w);
Vector operator-(float s);
Vector operator+(Vector w);
Vector operator+(float s);
Vector operator/(Vector w);
Vector operator/(float s);
/ /
// Do Cross product. It would be nice to overload 
// some operator to do it, but we have overloaded 
// all the common ones already, so we'll just have 
// to stick with "Cross"
/ /
Vector Cross(Vector w);
/ /
// Do Dot product. Again, it would be nice if we 
// could overload something like but no such
// luck, so we just call it Dot.
/ /
float Dot(Vector w);
};
#define  FREDS VECTORS__
#endif
float w = 0.0);
0, float w = 0.0);
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#endif
/ /
// Member fucntions 
/ /
Vector::Vector(float x, float y, float z, float w) 
i
v[X] = x; v[Y] = y; v[Z] = z; v[3] = w;
}
void Vector::Set(float x, float y, float z, float w)
(
v[X] = x; v[Y] = y; v[Z] = z; v[3] = w;
}
Vector Vector::operator=(Vector source)
{
v[X] = source.v[X]; 
v[Y] = source.v[Y]; 
v[Z] = source.v[Z]; 
v[3] = source.v[3];
return *this;
}
floats Vector::operator[](int s)
{
return v[s];
}
float Vector::VectorLength(void)
{
return sqrt(v[0] *v[0] +v[l] *v[l] +v[2] * v[2]);
}
void Vector::VectorNormalize()
{
float length = VectorLength(); 
v[0] /= length; 
v[l] /= length; 
v [2] /= length;
}
void Vector::Print ()
{
printf("(%+7.3f %+7.3f %+7.3f %+7.3f)\n", v[X], v[Y], v[Z], v[3]);
}
float *Vector::Data()
(
re tu rn  v;
1
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/ /
// Do Cross product. It would be nice if we could 
// overload something that wouldn't be as usefull 
// otherwise, but for now it'll just be called Cross 
/ /
Vector Vector::Cross(Vector w)
{
Vector r;
r.v[0] = v[l] * w.v[2] - v[2] * w.v[l]
r.v[l] = v[2] * w.v[0] - v[0] * w.v[2]
r.v[2] = v[0] * w.v[l] - v[l] * w.v[0]
return r;
}
/ /
// Do Dot product. Again, it would be nice if we 
// could overload something like but no such
// luck, so we just call it D o t .
/ /
float Vector::Dot(Vector w)
{
return (v[0] * w.v[0] + v[l] * w.v[l] + v[2] * w.v[2]);
}
Vector Vector::operator-(Vector w) 
i
Vector r;
r.v[X] = v[X] - w .v [X ];
r .v[Y] = v[Y] - w.v[Y];
r .v[Z] = v[Z] - w.v[Z];
r.v[3] = v[3] - w.v[3];
return r;
}
VectorVector::operator-(float s) 
{
Vector r;
r.v[X] = v[X] - s;
r.v[Y] = v[Y] - s;
r.v[Z] = v[Z] - s;
r.v[2] = v[3] - s;
return r;
}
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VectorVector::operator+(Vector w) 
<
Vector r;
r,v[X] = v[X] + w.v[X]
r.v[Y] = v[Y] + w.v[Y]
r.v[Z] = v[Z] + w.v[Z]
r.v[3] = v[3] + w.v[3]
return r;
5ctorVector::operator+(
Vector r;
r.v[X] = v[X] + s;
r . v [Y] * v[Y] + s;
r.v[Z] = v[Z] + s;
r .v [2] = v [3] + s;
return r;
}
VectorVector::operator*(Vector w) 
{
Vector r;
r . v [X] = v [X] ★ w.v[X]
r.v[Y] = v [Y] ★ w.v[Y]
r,v[Z] = v [Z] ★ w.v[Z]
r.v[2] = v[3] ★ w.v[3]
return r;
}
VectorVector::operator*(float s) 
{
Vector r;
r.v[X] = v [X] * s;
r .v [Y] = v [Y] ★ s;
r . v [Z] = v [Z] * s;
r.v[2] = v [3] ★ s;
return r;
VectorVector::operator/(Vector w) 
i
Vector r;
r.v[X] = v[X] / w.v(X]; 
r.v[Y] = v[Y] / w.v[Y];
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r.v[Z] = v[Z] / w .v [Z]; 
r .v [2 ] = v [3] / w . v [ 3 ];
return r;
}
VectorVector::operator/(float s) 
{
Vector r;
r . v [X] = v [X] / s;
r .v [Y] = v[Y] / s;
r.v[Z] = v [Z] / s;
r . v [2 ] = v [2 ] / s;
return r;
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
#ifdef DEV
main ()
{
Vector one( 0, 1, 0 ), two( 1, 0, 0 ), three; 
float dot;
three = one.Cross(two);
puts("Testing Cross Product");
one.Print();
two.Print();
three.Print();
fputc('\n', stdout);
dot = one.Dot (two); 
puts("Testing Dot Product"); 
one.Print(); 
two.Print();
printf("%f\n", acos(dot)); 
fputc('\n', stdout);
three = one - two;
puts("Testing difference");
one.Print();
two.Print();
three.Print ();
fputc('\n', stdout);
puts("\ntesting standard assignment"); 
one[0] = 8.0; 
one[1] = 10.0; 
one[2] = 11.0;
printf("%f %f %f\n", one[0], one[l], one[2]);
re tu rn
}
#endif
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matrix.C
//^define DEV 
/*
File: fmatrix.C 
Frederick Haab
Some basic matrix stuff
History
01/18/95Initial development
*/
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>
#ifndef DEV
#include "matrix.h"
#else
#ifndef  FREDS MATRIX__
class fMatrix 
{
//
// The data is public for other fuctions - such as the eigenvector 
// and eigenvalue functions.
//
public:
float *data; // where we store the matrix 
int rows, columns;// size of the matrix
//
// Member fucntions 
//
fMatrix(int, int);
~fMatrix (); 
void IdentifyO; 
int Rows (); 
int Columns(); 
void sqrt(); 
void Print(); 
void Transpose();
//
// Normal operators should still work. We 
// also add facility to operate with scalars
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/ / o n  each individual member at the same time.
11
void operator=(fMatrix source); 
floats operator()(int, int); 
fMatrixS operator*(fMatrix w); 
fMatrixs operator* (float s); 
fMatrixS operator-(fMatrix w); 
fMatrixs operator-(float s); 
fMatrixs operator+(fMatrix w); 
fMatrixs operator+(float s); 
fMatrixs operator/(fMatrix w); 
fMatrixs operator/(float s);
private:
int validate(char *, int, int);
};
Idefine  FREDS MATRIX__
#endif
#endif
Member fucntions
int fMatrix::validate(char *func, int r, int c)
{
i f((Idata) II
((r < 0) M  (r > (rows - 1))) | |
((c < 0) || (c > (columns - 1))))
{
fprintf(stderr,
"ERROR (%s) : either no data or index out of range\n", func); 
return 0;
}
else return 1;
}
fMatrix::fMatrix(int r, int c)
(
if((r < 0) II (c < 0))
fputs("ERROR (fMatrix): matrix dimensions must be non-negative\n", 
stderr);
else if ((r * c) > 0)
{
i f (!(data = (float *) calloc(r * c, sizeof(float))))
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fputs("ERROR (fMatrix): memory allocation\n", stderr); 
else 
{
rows = r; 
columns = c;
}
}
else r = c = 0;
}
fMatrix::~fMatrix()
i
if(data) free(data); 
rows = columns = 0;
}
int fMatrix::Rows() 
i
if(validate("rows()", 0, 0)) return rows; 
else return -1;
}
int fMatrix::Columns()
{
if(validate("columns 0 ", 0, 0)) return columns; 
else return -1;
}
/**********************************************************************/
void fMatrix::sqrt()
{
int i ;
if ('.validate ("sqrt () ", 0, 0)) return;
for(i = 0; i < (rows * columns); i++) data[i] = fsqrt(fabs(data[i]));
}
void fMatrix::Identify()
(
int r, c;
if (rows != columns)
fputs("ERROR (fMatrix.Identify()): rows != columns\n", stderr); 
else 
{
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for(r = 0; r < rows; r++) 
for(c = 0 ;  c < columns; C++)
if(r == c) (*this)(r, c) = 1.0; 
else (*this)(r, c) = 0.0;
)
/
void fMatrix::Print ()
{
int r, c;
if(validate("fMatrix.Print()", 0, 0)) 
for(r = 0; r < rows; r++)
{
for(c = 0 ;  c < columns; C++) printf(" %+8.3f", (*this)(r, c)); 
printf("\n");
}
}
void fMatrix::Transpose()
{
int r, c;
fMatrix m(columns, rows);
for(r = 0; r < m.rows; r++)
for(c = 0 ;  c < m.columns; C++) 
m(r, c) = (*this) (c, r);
*this = m;
)
/★★★★***★★★★★★★★*★*★***★★★**★**★ + ★★*★ + ★★******★* + ★** + ****■*•*•*• + ******★★★★
Operator Overloads
void fMatrix::operator=(fMatrix source)
<
int i;
if(!source.validate("operator=", 0, 0)) return;
rows = source.rows; 
columns = source.columns;
if(data) free(data);// kill existing matrix
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/*
// Allocate new data, if sucessful copy the source to the new matrix 
*/
if((rows * columns) < 1) data = NULL; 
else
i f (!(data = (float *) calloc(rows * columns, sizeof (float)))) 
fputs("ERROR (fMatrix=): memory allocation\n", stderr); 
else for(i = 0; i < (rows * columns); i++) data[i] = 
source.data[i];
}
}
floats fMatrix::operator()(int r, int c)
<
if(validate("fMatrix()", r, c)) return data[r * columns + c]; 
else return data[0];
}
fMatrixs fMatrix::operator-(fMatrix w)
{
int i;
fMatrix *r = new fMatrix(rows, columns);
if((rows != w.rows) || (columns != w.columns))
{
fputs("ERROR (fMatrix-): rows or columns unequal\n", stderr); 
return *r;
}
for(i = 0 ;  i < (rows * columns); i++) r->data[i] = data[i] - 
w.data[i];
return *r;
}
f
fMatrixs fMatrix::operator-(float s)
{
int i;
fMatrix *r = new fMatrix(rows, columns);
if(validate("fMatrix-SCALAR", 0, 0))
for(i = 0 ;  i < (rows * columns); i++) r->data[i] = data[i] - s;
re tu rn  *r;
}
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fMatrixs fMatrix::operator+(fMatrix w)
<
int i;
fMatrix *m = new fMatrix(rows, columns);
i f ((rows != w.rows) II (columns != w.columns))
{
fputs("ERROR (fMatrix+): rows or columns unequal\n", stderr); 
return *m;
}
for(i = 0 ;  i < (rows * columns); i++) m->data[i] = data[i] + 
w.data[i];
return *m;
}
fMatrixs fMatrix::operator+(float s)
{
int i ;
fMatrix *m = new fMatrix(rows, columns);
if(validate("fMatrix+SCALAR", 0, 0))
for(i = 0 ;  i < (rows * columns); i++) m->data[i] = data[i] + s;
return *m;
}
fMatrixs fMatrix::operator*(fMatrix w)
{
int r, c, k;
fMatrix *m = new fMatrix(rows, w.columns);
if(validate("fMatrix*", 0, 0) ss w.validate("fMatrix*", 0, 0))
{
if(columns == w.rows)
{
for(r = 0 ;  r < rows; r++)
for(c = 0 ;  c < w.columns; C++) 
for(k = 0; k < columns; k++)
(*m) (r, c) += (*this) (r, k) * w(k, c);
}
else fputs("ERROR (fMatrix*): rows(l) != columns(2)\n", stderr);
}
r e tu r n  *m;
}
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fMatrixs fMatrix::operator*(float s)
{
int i ;
fMatrix *m = new fMatrix(rows, columns);
if(validate("fMatrix*SCALAR", 0, 0))
for(i = 0 ;  i < (rows * columns); i++) m->data[i] = data[i] * s;
return *m;
}
fMatrixs fMatrix::operator/(fMatrix w)
1
int i ;
fMatrix *m = new fMatrix(rows, columns);
i f ((rows != w.rows) || (columns != w.columns))
{
fputs("ERROR (fMatrix/): rows or columns unequal\n", stderr); 
return *m;
}
for(i = 0 ;  i < (rows * columns); i++) m->data[i] = 
data[i] / w.data[i];
return *m;
}
/******★***********★★★★*★*★*****★★**** + *★★****** + ■*•★•*★★*•*•★***★*■**★★ + ★ + ★★/
fMatrixs fMatrix::operator/(float s)
{
int i;
fMatrix *r = new fMatrix(rows, columns);
if(validate("fMatrix/SCALAR", 0, 0))
for(i = 0; i < (rows * columns); i++) r->data[i] = data[i] / s;
return *r;
}
/******★*****★****************★*********★*******★★********■*■*■★****★***■*★ j
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#ifdef DEV
main ()
{
fMatrix ml (5, 5), m2 (2, 3), m3 (3, 4), result (0, 0);
m l .Identify(); 
ml.Print (); 
printf ("\n"); 
m2 (1, 2) = 3.0; 
m2(0, 0) = 6.0; 
m2 .Print () ; 
printf<"\n"); 
m3 (0, 0) = 2.5; 
m3 (2, 3) = 2.0; 
m 3 .Print (); 
printf("\n"); 
result = m2 * m3; 
result.Print(); 
printf ("\n");
#endif
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terrain.C
//#define TEST 
#define DEV 
/*
"terrain"
Frederick Haab
Functions that should help with random terrain generation, 
hopefully. This is my first experience with inheritence, 
so it may not work out so well.
The idea of the class is to build on the vector class, which 
allows relatively generic manipulation of vectors of length 
four, and create an x x y matrix of these vectors. The 
programmer can then call member functions to:
Initially, unless otherwise specified, the array is 2 x 2
- expand the terrain
- access, two dimensionally, a vector in the 
linear array, i.e. foo(x, y) [X];
History:
07/19/94Initial Implementation
*/
^include <malloc.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#ifdef DEV
tifndef  FREDS TERRAIN__
#include "myvect.h"
class Terrain : public Vector 
{
//
// The only extra value we need to keep is the size of the 
// array. 'size' refers to one dimension of the size x size 
// array.
II
int size[2];
Vector *land;
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public:
//
// Member functions.
//
Terrain(int x = 2, int y = 2); 
int GetSize(int which);
Vectors operator()(int x, int y); 
void Expand(); 
int tfread(FILE *input); 
int tfwrite(FILE *output);
};
([define  FREDS TERRAIN__
#endif
#else
([include "terrain.h"
(fendif
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
Terrain::Terrain(int x, int y)
{
size[X] = x; 
size[Y] = y;
if(!(land = (Vector *) calloc(x * y, sizeof(Vector))))
(
puts ("ERROR (Terrain: .-Terrain) : unable to allocate memory"); 
exit (1);
)
int Terrain::GetSize (int which) 
return size[which];
Vectors Terrain::operator()(int x, int y) 
<
return land[size[X] * y + x];
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//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
//
// Expand()
II Adds rows and columns between existing rows and columns 
// for example, if the original is:
// A-A-A
// I I I  
// A-A-A
// then the new is:
// A-B-A-B-A
II II I I I
// B-B-B-B-B
// I I I I I
// A-B-A-B-A
// Where A represents an old vector, and B represents a new vector 
//
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
void Terrain::Expand()
{
int newx, newy; 
int scanx, scany;
newx = (size[X] * 2) - 1; 
newy = (size[Y] * 2) - 1;
land = (Vector *) realloc(land, sizeof(Vector) * newx * newy); 
if (Hand)
puts("ERROR (Vector::Expand): couldn't reallocate memory"); 
printf("\t%d * %d = %ld\n", newx, newy, (long) newx * (long)
newy);
}
for (scany = size[Y] - 1; scany >= 0; scany— ) 
for(scanx = size[X] - 1; scanx >= 0; scanx— ) 
land[scany * 2 * newx + scanx * 2] = 
land[scany * size[X] + scanx];
size[X] = newx; 
size[Y] = newy;
}
/***********************************************************************
The following functions are provided for easy reading/writing of 
terrain data to disk. They should be used with caution, as machines
may not be able to read data written by other machines.
**********************************************************************/
int Terrain::tfread(FILE *input)
(
return fread((void *) land, sizeof(Vector), size[0] * size[l], input);
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}
int Terrain::tfwrite(FILE *output)
{
return fwrite((void *) land, sizeof(Vector), size[0] 
output);
}
#ifdef TEST
#include <iostream.h>
main ()
Terrain foo(2, 2);
Vector one(-l, -1, 0);
Vector two(l, -1, 0);
Vector three(1, 1, 0);
Vector four(-l, 1, 0);
foo(0, 0) = one; 
foo (1, 0) = two; 
foo(0, 1) = three; 
food, 1) = four;
foo(0, 0).Set(5, 4, 6, 8);
foo (0, 0) [3] = 5.0; 
foo (0, 0) .Print (); 
foo (0, 1) .Print (); 
foo (1, 0).Print (); 
foo (1, 1) .Print();
cout << "That's about it.\n";
>
#endif
size [1],
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materials.C
/usr3/NscUnlvN/haabn/Thesis/Display/materials.c 
Created by Fred's Material Editor
*/
#include <gl.h>
void DefineTheMaterials(void)
<
float materials[][25] = {
{ 7.000000, 1.000000, 2.000000, 0.200000, 0.200000,
0.200000, 6.000000, 0.000000, 127.500000, 255.000000, 3.000000,
0.800000, 0.800000, 0.800000, 1.000000, 0.000000, 0.000000, 0.000000,
4.000000, 0.000000, 0.000000, 0.000000, 5.000000, 0.000000, 0.000000 },
{ 7.000000, 1.000000, 2.000000, 0.000000, 0.029359,
0.034962, 6.000000, 0.000000, 127.500000, 255.000000, 3.000000,
0.000000, 0.158225, 0.337517, 1.000000, 0.000000, 0.000000, 0.000000,
4.000000, 0.236665, 0.236665, 0.242268, 5.000000, 2.000000, 0.000000 },
{ 7.000000, 1.000000, 2.000000, 0.000000, 0.023756,
0.079785, 6.000000, 0.000000, 127.500000, 255.000000, 3.000000,
0.029359, 0.130211, 0.186239, 1.000000, 0.000000, 0.000000, 0.000000,
4.000000, 0.320708, 0.320708, 0.320708, 5.000000, 1.000000, 0.000000 },
{ 7.000000, 1.000000, 2.000000, 0.225459, 0.141416,
0.001345, 6.000000, 0.000000, 127.500000, 255.000000, 3.000000,
0.567234, 0.483191, 0.471986, 1.000000, 0.000000, 0.000000, 0.000000,
4.000000, 0.000000, 0.000000, 0.000000, 5.000000, 0.000000, 0.000000 },
< 7.000000, 1.000000, 2.000000, 0.135814, 0.253474,
0.057373, 6.000000, 0.000000, 127.500000, 255.000000, 3.000000,
0.141416, 0.259077, 0.074182, 1.000000, 0.000000, 0.000000, 0.000000,
4.000000, 0.000000, 0.000000, 0.000000, 5.000000, 0.000000, 0.000000 },
{ 7.000000, 1.000000, 2.000000, 0.079785, 0.231062,
0.113402, 6.000000, 0.000000, 127.500000, 255.000000, 3.000000,
0.119005, 0.231062, 0.062976, 1.000000, 0.000000, 0.000000, 0.000000,
4.000000, 0.000000, 0.000000, 0.000000, 5.000000, 0.000000, 0.000000 },
{ 7.000000, 1.000000, 2.000000, 0.107799, 0.085388,
0.057373, 6.000000, 0.000000, 127.500000, 255.000000, 3.000000,
0.225459, 0.197445, 0.169431, 1.000000, 0.000000, 0.000000, 0.000000,
4.000000, 0.000000, 0.000000, 0.000000, 5.000000, 0.000000, 0.000000 },
{ 7.000000, 1.000000, 2.000000, 0.292694, 0.259077,
0.203048, 6.000000, 0.000000, 127.500000, 255.000000, 3.000000,
0.393545, 0.337517, 0.309502, 1.000000, 0.000000, 0.000000, 0.000000,
4.000000, 0.000000, 0.000000, 0.000000, 5.000000, 0.000000, 0.000000 },
{ 7.000000, 1.000000, 2.000000, 0.354325, 0.354325,
0.354325, 6.000000, 0.000000, 127.500000, 255.000000, 3.000000,
0.600852, 0.600852, 0.600852, 1.000000, 0.000000, 0.000000, 0.000000,
4.000000, 1.000000, 1.000000, 1.000000, 5.000000, 1.000000, 0.000000 }
};
int i;
for(i = 0; i < 9; i++)
lmdef(DEFMATERIAL, i+1, 0, materials[i]);
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RGB.C
/*
RGB.c
Frederick Haab
Write the contents of the current window to an RGB file, with 
the name passed to the function. Does not do RLE. Based on 
the document "SGI Image File Format" by Paul Haeberli at SGI.
History:
04/27/94Initial Implementation
04/28/94Still Working on Initial Implementation
*/
#include <gl/gl.h>
#include <stdio.h>
^include <stdlib.h>
^include <string.h>
#define MAGICO 
#define STORAGE 2 
#define BPC3 
tdefine DIMENSION 4 
#define XSIZE6 
#define YSIZE8 
#define ZSIZE10 
#define PIXMIN12 
#define PIXMAX16 
#define IMAGENAME 24 
#define COLORMAP 104 
#define DUMMY108
int WriteRGB(char *name)
{
char header[512], *cbuff;
FILE *out;
long pixel, sizex, sizey; 
unsigned long *buffer; 
int x, y, i, j;
if (! (out = fopen(name, "wb")))
{
printf(
"ERROR: WriteRGB: Could not open file \"%s\" for writing\n", 
name); 
return 0;
}
getsize(Ssizex, ssizey); 
sizex— ; 
sizey— ;
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/*
// Initialize the header for the file 
*/
memset((void *) header, 0, 512); 
header[MAGIC] = 1;/* Magic Number */ 
header[MAGIC + 1] = 218;
header[STORAGE] = 0;/* VERBATIM (not RLE) */
header[BPC] = 1;/* One byte per pixel (per component) */
header[DIMENSION] = 0;
header[DIMENSION + 1] = 3;/* Three D, XxYxRGB */ 
header[XSIZE] = (char) (sizex / 256);
header[XSIZE + 1] = (char) (sizex - 256 * header[XSIZE]); 
header[YSIZE] = (char) (sizey / 256);
header[YSIZE + 1] = (char) (sizey - 256 * header[YSIZE]);
header[ZSIZE] = 3;/* R, G, B */
header[PIXMIN] = 0;/* Minumum pixel value */
header[PIXMAX] = 255;/* Maximum pixel value */
header[PIXMAX + 1] = 255;
header[PIXMAX + 2] = 255;
header[PIXMAX + 3] = 255;
strcpy((header + IMAGENAME), name);
header[COLORMAP] = 0;/* Normal RGB (no dithering, etc.) */
/*
// Write the header 
*/
fwrite(header, 1, 512, out);
/*
// Read the whole darn chunk of screen graphics 
// into an allocated place in memory 
*/
if ([(buffer = (unsigned long *) malloc(sizeof(unsigned long) *
sizex * sizey)))
{
puts("ERROR: WriteRGB: Couldn't allocate enough memory"); 
return 0;
}
lrectread(l, 1, sizex, sizey, (unsigned long *) buffer);
/*
// Now we go through, value by value, extracting the componenet 
// we need each pass, and writing it to the file.
*/
if(!(cbuff = (char *) malloc(sizeof(char) * sizex * sizey)))
(
puts("ERROR: WriteRGB: Couldn't allocate secondary buffer"); 
return 0;
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for(i = 0 ;  i < 3; i++)/* One pass each for R,
(
for(x = 0; x < (sizex * sizey); x++)
{
cbuff[x] = (char) (buffer[x] >> (8 * i))
}
fwrite(cbuff, 1, sizex * sizey, out);
fclose(out); 
free(cbuff); 
free(buffer);
return 1;
G, and B */
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qd.C
//#define DEV 
/*
qd.C
Frederick Haab
For UNLV Computer Graphics Thesis Work.
quick display - a wireframe only display program for quick 
checking of terrains. Reads in the elevation format, not 
the terrain type format.
History:
02/04/95Initial implementatio (ripped from display.C) 
02/05/95Added user defined spacing for more flexible 
elevation format.
*/
#include <stdio.h>
(finclude <stdlib.h>
#include <string.h>
(finclude <ctype.h>
#include <iostream.h>
(finclude <gl/gl.h>
#include <gl/device.h>
^include <forms.h>
#include <myvect.h>
#include <terrain.h>
#include ctrackball.h>
#include <matrix.h>
^include <math.h>
int WriteRGB(char *);
//
// Global variables. Like most programs with GUI's 
// this program has a lot of global variables.
//
Terrain *land; 
float spacing = 1.0;
float dist = 10.0, zoom = 0.0, transx = 0.0, transy = 0.0; 
long winxl, winx2, winyl, winy2; 
void DrawObject();
Matrixidentity = { { 1.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 },
{ 0.0, 1.0, 0 .0, 0.0 },
{ 0.0, 0.0, 1.0, 0.0 },
{ 0 .0, 0 .0, 0 .0, 1.0 } };
Matrixrotation = { { 1.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 },
( 0.0, 1.0, 0 .0, 0.0 ),
{ 0 .0, 0 .0, 1 .0, 0.0 },
{ 0 .0, 0 .0, 0 .0, 1.0 } };
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Matrixcurrent { { 1 .0, 0 .0, 0 .0, 0 .0
{ 0 .0, 1 .0, 0 .0, 0.0 }
{ 0 .0, 0 .0, 1 .0, 0.0 )
{ 0 .0, 0 .0, 0 .0, 1.0 }
Quarternion trackball(0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 1.0);
Render()
Renders the object, right now that's just clearing the 
screen, setting the color, and calling the object.
void Render()
{
cpack(OxOFFFFFF); 
clear();
loadmatrix(current); 
translate(transx, transy, zoom); 
multmatrix(rotation) ;
DrawObject();
void SetUpWindow(char *title)
i
keepaspect(1, 1); 
prefsize (300, 300); 
winopen(title); 
getorigin(&winxl, &winyl); 
winx2 = winxl + 640; 
winy2 = winyl + 480; 
zbuffer(FALSE);
RGBmode();
gconfig();
mmode(MVIEWING);
loadmatrix(identity);
perspective(500, 1.0, 0.1, 100000.0);
lookat(0.0, 0.0, dist, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0);
getmatrix(current);
qdevice(REDRAW);
qdevice(LEFTMOUSE);
qdevice(RIGHTMOUSE);
qdevice(MIDDLEMOUSE);
qdevice(ESCKEY);
qdevice(SPACEKEY);
}
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DrawObject 
Render the terrain.
void DrawObject ()
{
int row, column; 
cpack(0x0);
for(row = 0; row < land->GetSize (1); row++)
{
bgnline ();
for(column = 0; column < land->GetSize (0); column++) 
v3 f ((*land) (row, column).Data ()); 
endline();
}
for(column = 0; column < land->GetSize (0); column++)
{
bgnline ();
for(row = 0; row < land->GetSize (1); row++) 
v3f((*land)(row, column).Data()); 
endline();
}
}
Trackball ()
Act as a virtual trackball, only when the mouse cursor was pressed 
while in the subwindow.
★ ★ j
void Trackball() 
i
long cx, cy;
cx = getvaluator(MOUSEX); 
cy = getvaluator(MOUSEY);
if((cx < winxl) || (cx > winx2)) return; 
if((cy < winyl) || (cy > winy2)) return;
Quarternion tb(0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 1.0); 
float x, y, ox, oy;
float size_x, size_y, center_x, center_y; 
long wxl, wx2, wyl, wy2;
getorigin(&wxl, &wyl);
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getsize(&wx2, &wy2);
size_x = (float) wx2; 
size_y = (float) wy2;
center_x = (float) (wxl + wx2 / 2); 
center_y = (float) (wyl + wy2 / 2);
ox = (2.0 * ((float) getvaluator(MOUSEX) - center_x)) / size_x; 
oy = (2.0 * ((float) getvaluator(MOUSEY) - center_y)) / size_y;
while(getbutton(LEFTMOUSE))
{
x = (2.0 * ((float) getvaluator(MOUSEX) - center_x)) / size_x; 
y = (2.0 * ((float) getvaluator(MOUSEY) - center_y)) / size_y; 
tb.Trackball(ox, oy, x, y); 
trackball = trackball + tb; 
trackball.BuildMatrix(rotation);
Render(); 
ox = x;
oy = y;
}
}
Zoom - zooms in and out based on mouse Y position - mouse is the 
"object", so moving the mouse towards the user acts as moving 
the object towards the user.
void Zoom() 
i
int newy, y;
long cx = getvaluator(MOUSEX); 
long cy = getvaluator(MOUSEY);
if((cx < winxl) |I (cx > winx2)) return;
if((cy < winyl) || (cy > winy2)) return;
y = (int) getvaluator(MOUSEY);
while(getbutton(MIDDLEMOUSE))
{
newy = (int) getvaluator(MOUSEY); 
zoom += (y - newy) * spacing / 100.0; 
y = newy;
Render();
}
}
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Translate - translates based on x, y mouse position
void Translate ()
{ .
int newy, y; 
int newx, x;
long cx = getvaluator(MOUSEX); 
long cy = getvaluator(MOUSEY);
if((cx < winxl) || (cx > winx2)) return; 
if((cy < winyl) || (cy > winy2)) return;
y = (int) getvaluator(MOUSEY); 
x = (int) getvaluator(MOUSEX);
while(getbutton(RIGHTMOUSE))
{
newy = (int) getvaluator(MOUSEY); 
newx = (int) getvaluator(MOUSEX); 
transx += (newx - x) * spacing / 100.0; 
transy += (newy - y) * spacing / 100.0; 
x = newx; 
y = newy;
Render();
float ScanForNumber(FILE *handle) 
<
unsigned char c; 
float n;
c = fgetc(handle);
while(isspace (c) || (c == '#'))
{
if(c == '#') while(c != '\n') c = fgetc(handle); 
c = fgetc(handle); 
if(feof(handle))
{
fputs("DOH! End of file encountered in ScanForNumber\n", 
stderr); 
return 0;
}
)
ungetc(c, handle);
i f (!fscanf(handle, "%f", &n))
{
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fputs("DOH! Couldn't read next number in ScanForNumber\n", 
stderr); 
return 0;
}
return n;
}
ReadElevationData reads the elevation data from a file named 
filename into the fMatrix it creates called e.
* * ★ ★ * * ★ • * * ★ *  +  * ■ * ★ ★  +  * ★ ★ * * ★ * * ★ * ★ * *  +  ■ * • * * ★ ★ ★ * ★ ★ * ★ * ★ • * • ★ * ★ * ★ * ★ ★ * ★ * * * ★  +  * * * * • * * * * * ★  j
int ReadElevationData(char ‘filename, fMatrix **e)
{
int height, width; 
int i, j;
FILE ‘input;
if(!(input = fopen(filename, "ra")))
{
fputs("DOH1 Can't open input file!\n", stderr); 
return 0;
}
height = (int) ScanForNumber(input); 
width = (int) ScanForNumber(input); 
spacing = ScanForNumber(input);
*e = new fMatrix(height, width);
for(i = 0; i < height; i++) 
for(j = 0 ;  j < width; j++)
{
(*‘e)(i, j) = ScanForNumber(input);
1
return 1;
}
void Massage(Terrain “ land, fMatrix elev)
{
int i, j;
float xstart, ystart;
‘land = new Terrain(elev.Rows(), elev.Columns());
xstart = spacing * (float) elev.RowsO; 
ystart = spacing * (float) elev.Columns(); 
xstart /= -2.0;
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ystart /= -2.0;
for(i = 0; i < elev.RowsO; i++)
for(j = 0; j < elev.Columns(); j++)
<
(**land) (i, j) [0] = xstart + spacing * (float) i;
(**land)(i, j)[1] = ystart + spacing * (float) j;
(**land)(i, j)[2] = elev(i, j);
dist = 2.5 * ((**land)(0, 0) -
(**land)((*land)->GetSize(0),
(*land)->GetSize(1))).VectorLength();
# #
## ## ## # # #
# # # # # # # #
# # # # # # # # #
# # ###### # # # #
# # # # # # ##
# # # # # # #
int main(int argc, char *argv[])
{
long dev; 
short val; 
fMatrix *elev;
//
// Test for correct usage.
//
if(argc < 2)
{
printf("Usage: %s <elevation-data-filename>\n", argv[0]);
)
//
// Attempt to read data, exit if unsuccesful.
//
if(!ReadElevationData(argv[1], selev))
puts ("Terrain file was not read, exiting."); 
exit (1);
}
else Massage(&land, *elev);
SetUpWindow(argv[1]) ;
//
int ok = 1;
Render ();
while(ok)
{
if(qtest())
{
switch(dev = qread(Sval)) 
i
case REDRAW:
reshapeviewport();
Render();
getorigin(Swinxl, Swinyl) 
winx2 = winxl + 640; 
winy2 = winyl + 480; 
break; 
case LEFTMOUSE:
Trackball(); 
break; 
case MIDDLEMOUSE:
Zoom() ; 
break; 
case RIGHTMOUSE:
Translate(); 
break; 
case ESCKEY: 
ok = 0; 
break; 
case SPACEKEY: 
if(!val) break; 
puts("Writing..."); 
WriteRGB("qd.rgb"); 
puts("done"); 
break; 
default: 
break;
}
}
}
return 0;
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